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1.00 PER YEAR IN ADVANCE.

j

W. ROYER, JI. D.,

Practising Physician,
TRAPPE, Pa. Office at bis residence, nearly
opposite Masonic Hall.

M . Y. WEBER, DI. D.,
Practising Physician,
EVÀNSBURG, Pa. Office Hours : Until 9
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m.

g

A. KRUKEN, M. D.,

H om eopathic Physician,
ÒOLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Office Hours : Until 9
a. m.; 6 to 8 p, m.

Q B. HORNING, 91. D.t

Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Pa.
Telephone in office.
Office Hours until 9 a. m.

J-^R. B. F. PEACE,

Dentist,
COK. MAIN AND DeKALB STREETS
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Rooms 308 and 305. - Entrance, Main Street.
Keystone Telephone, No. 75.
Take Elevator.

^ j h e a p and Reliable Dentistry.

Dr,N,i Borneman,
309 SWEDE ST., NORRISTOWN, PA.
In active practice 20 years. The only place
Where Pure Laughing Gras is made a specialty
for the P a i n l e s s extraction of teeth ; 38,000 gal
lons administered the past 6 years. Beautiful
Artificial Teeth inserted. Charges Reasonable.
English or Gherman Language spoken.

S. D . C O R N I S H ,

DENTIST,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
First-class Workmanship Ghuaranteed ; Ghas
administered.
Prices Reasonable.

D R. FRANK BRANDRETH,
(Successor to Dr. Chas, Ryckman.)

DENTIST,
ROYERS FORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at
honest prices.

Tji O. HOBSON,

A ttorn ey-at-L aw ,
NORRISTOWN a n d COLLEGE VILLE.
All legal business attended to promptly. Flrstclass Stock Fire Insurance Companies repre
sented. At home, Collegevllle, every evening.

jgDWARD E. CONG,

A ttorn ey-at-L aw ,”
and N o t a r t P u b l i c . Settlement of Estates a
Specialty. Practices in Bankruptcy Courts.
'O f f i c e : Corner Swede and Airy Streets,
opp.Court House. R e s i d e n c e : North Corner
Marshall A Stanbridge Streets, NORRIS
TOWN. PA.

Q E O . W. ZIMMERMAN

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
825 SWEDE STREET, rooms 6 and 7, Fornance
Building, NORRISTOWN, PA.
At Residence, Collegeville, every evening.

jyjTAYNE R. LONGSTRETH,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Oro.ter Build
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 5928.
Also member of the Montgomery County Bar.

Q K O R iiE N. CORSON,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
NO. 48 EAST AIRY STREET, CORNER OF
DkKALB, in front of Yemnda House and City
Hall, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Can be consulted In German and English.

J O H S T. WAGNEit,

A ttorney-at-L aw ,
416 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
All legal business attended to with prompt
ness ana accuracy. Consultations in English or
German.
don be seen evenings at Ironbridge.
5jan.

J

M. ZIMMERMAN,

Justice of th e P eace,
CULLEGEVILLE, PA. Legal Papers, Bonds,
Deeds, Ac., executed and acknowledgements
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate busi
ness generally attended to. The clerking of
aales a specialty.

I OHN

8. HIINSICKER,

Justice of th e P ea ce,
ftAHN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and
••âve-ae-ral Business Agent. Clerking of sales at•eiMLed to. Charges reasonable.

B. W. WEIKEL.
Justice of th e P eace,
TRAPPE, PA.
'Conveyancer and General Business Agent.
Legal Papers, Deeds, etc., carefully drawn.
COiaioas -collected. Sales clerked. Moderate
‘’barges.
20j an.

F, f . Sctaen’s
13495671

Collegeville, Pa.
Second door above
railroad.
Finest grades of
cigars and tobacco
always on hand.

J

O ilX 11. C A S 3 E L B E R R Y ,

S u rv ey o r & C onveyancer.
- All kinds of legal papers drawn. The clerk
ing of sales a specialty. Charges reasonable.
P- O. Address ;. Lower Providence, Pa. Resi
dence : Evansburg, Pa
18oc.

A I ’DW IN A F E T T l KOLF,

R eal E sta te B ro k ers,
CONVEYANCERS and AUCTIONEERS.
Public Sales on Commission. LOANS. Fire
and Life Insurance, rent and incomes collected,
feMatçs managed and general.business agents
Pi'uperty of every 'description FOB SALE and
rent. Bell Telephone, No. 7X. Address,
Co legevtlle, Montgomery Co., Pa.
l ‘2jy.
4 5 $ i>A Y PAPERS.

| . Oiifereht Philadelphia papers delivered
v*se wishing to purchase in (Jollegeville and
n't’ every Sun Jay morning.

HENRY YOST, News Agent,

Collegeville, '*%.

jp

W. WALTERS,

grown sons managed to steal from un pleasure of riding the whole day long;
suspecting tourists or simple strangers second, some one else would have to
Contractor and Builder, from neighboring cities. Signora Pol- foot the bill, and last, but not least, she
11 understood her calling thoroughly, could win far more fame and fortune
TRAPPE, PA.
and her boys were shrewd and active. as the first woman cocher of Naples
Contract« for all kinds of buildings executed. Altogether they fared very well, al than as a street singer dependent on
though occasionally there came a hun the whims of the fickle public. -And if
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
9jan.
gry day. Once every week the family her experiment proved a success, she
assembled at the Villa Reale, the fa could soon amass great wealth and
TTARVEY JL. NHOMO,
mous Neapolitan promenade garden on then retire from the business.
the Chlaja, where the’band gives open
That was the scheme which Marietta
A ttorney-at-L aw ,
air concerts." Then Marietta purchas concocted after an hour of deep medi
321 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN.
ed for each an orange and a few roast tation. She had perfect confidence in
ed chestnuts and slipped a few lire herself, and the plan did not seem
At Residence, Royersford, after 5 p. m.
Prompt attention given to all legal business. Into the greedy palms of her mother. strange, as she had practically lived in
Practices in State and United. States Courts. After that each went his way. The the streets from infancy. No sooner
Bankruptcy.
1-10
ragged youngsters passed their nights did her dreams begin to take definite
in unguarded barges or the large bas form than she decided to act at once.
kets and empty casks that were un Hastening to her landlord, the cobbler,
»WARD DAVID,
E
P ainter and
loaded from the ships at the wharfs and she drew a little bankbook from her
at noon the next day met their mother bosom and bade him count up the fig
P aper-H anger,
at a macaroni stall along the Molo. ures that she might refresh her mem
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 49* Samples of paper Here they delivered the articles they ory and be certain that by this time at
always on hand.
had stolen and related their adven least 900 lire lay safely deposited . to
tures as they ravenously devoured her credit in the national bank.
their fried fish or macaroni made pal
For Marietta, In addition to being
MERKEL,
atable wjth oil and tomato sauce. And blessed with an artistic temperament,
sometimes, when they had been un had the business instinct in her devel
Practical Barber,
(Successor to J. F. Illick), COLLEGEVILLE, usually successful, their mother al oped to a large extent. She went first
PA. Having worked in some of the leading lowed them other luxuries. Their meal to an aunt who had not lost all her
8h,ops of New York, Philadelphia and Europe, I
feel confident that I can please the most par ended, they separated again, wander charms and still possessed a fair voice
ticular in my line of business. Give me a trial ing about the city In search of new and some money and for a considera
and be convinced.
3au3m
victims. So lived the Poll! family In tion offered to dispose of her precious
true Neapolitan fashion, never know table, bowl and guitar. This opportuni
ing what the morrow would bring and ty was eagerly taken advantage of,
P. SPARE,
dependent entirely on their own versa and on the following day instead of the
as liars, cheats and thieves.
familiar form of the beautiful Marietta
Contractor and Builder, tility
Marietta was the only one of the one saw a thin yellow woman station
IRONBRIDGE, PA.
family who possessed one faint spark ed on the corner who sang with much
Contracts taken for the construction of all of decency and respectability.
She effort in a shrill, metallic voice. Mari
kinds of buildings.*^Estimates cheerfully furn
clothed herself neatly, at least had a etta in the meantime was bargaining
ished.
5aply.
roof to cover her head at night and with a cocher’s widow for a thin,
earned considerable money. Her scrawny little horse, a red painted cab
J
H. HAMER, M. D.,
brothers declared that she often clear with new matting bn the floor and two
ed as much as 3 lire a day and, large lanterns at either side of the driv
H om eopathic Physician, with their mother, wondered what be er’s seat, which after much bickering
came of this great wealth. However, she succeeded in purchasing for 700
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office Hours : Until
10 a. in., from 6 to 9 p. m. Speeial attention only when they were in the direst need lire.
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au.
did they dare turn to Marietta for as
Marietta was in her seventh heaven.
sistance, and then she responded none She hailed an'omnibus which ran be
too generously —only enough to tide tween Naples and a little suburb and,
P
S, KOONS,
them over th^Ir difficulties.
climbing to the side of the cocher, asked
The Neapolitans considered Marietta him to teach her to drive in return for
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA.,
beautiful. From her father she inber-, her fare. Truly, he thought, she must
Slater and Roofer,
ited a stately figure, a smooth, broad be joking, but when he saw the look
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey forehead and large, dreamy eyes and of earnestness in her eyes he refrained
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished, work con from her Sicilian mother a sharp,
from laughing, being only too willing
tracted at lowest prices.
:
lloct
straight nose, a small mouth with firm to earn the money. To and fro Marietta
lips and a wonderful mass of curly was conveyed some 28 times in the
hair, which fell In ringlets about her course of four hours, and at length she
AINLESS EXTRACTING,
»5 CENTS.
face as she sang with downcast eyes. felt competent to handle the reins of
This was her favorite attitude, but any horse.
Our Latest. Improved Method.
when a contribution was thrown into
• • * * * * •
Best Teeth, $5 .0 0 her bowl, either in compliment to the A few days later Marietta drove her
music or In compassion for the song
along the Chiaja and, drawing up
Gold Crowns, 5 .0 0 stress, she raised her pretty face and cab
at a busy corner, waited for passen
expressed her thanks with a grateful gers. As she looked down from her
High Grade W ork Only at
smile. She found no pleasure in con high seat at the long line of slowly
Reasonable Prices.
versing with the men who attempted to moving vehicles she did feel a bit
TEETH WITHOUT PLATES, flirt with her, but between songs chat strange, and her heart thumped vio
ted with her neighbors, who presided lently. But she was so happy.. With a
ESTIMATES FREE.
over stalls where shells, coral, photo natty, little cap on her fluffy hair and a
CLEANING TEETH, 50c.
graphs, pumpkin seeds, fish, fruit and whip In her hand, she made such a
Fitzgerald’s Dental Parlors,
lemonade were offered for sale.
striking picture that in less than ten
The street singer had an enviable minutes she had attracted the attention
28 W. Main Street, Norristown, Pa.
.Reputation, even among the poorer not only of the hundreds of passersby,
fcSF* Open Evenings and Sundays.
classes, and many families of good who stopped'and admired the dainty
standing in the vicinity presented her little cocher, but alas the more
with, their cast off clothing. An old no
bleman, Prince Dorando. as be passed fatal attention of two municipal guards
44The TZest is
on his wf.y to bis palace each day, with great three cornered hats, two po
respectfully to Marietta and at
the C h eapest” bowed
his death left her 200 lire in considera licemen with long capes and gorgeous
helmets and two detectives, who eyed,
tion of bis esteem. Every one rejoiced her
Experience teaches that at
suspiciously. ’Without delay they
her good fortune. Sometimes liberal surrounded
her, and, seizing her horse,
good clothes w ear longest, strangers, fascinated by her beauty, at
of them demanded in harsh tones;
good food gives best nutrition, tempted to make undue advances, but one
“Have you a license?”
repelled them with her indifference.
and a good medicine that she
Marietta had none. In fact, she nev
It was even said that her first real ad
cures disease is naturally the mirer, who was employed a*, the Hotel er heard of such a thing before and,
to understand what they want
best and cheapest. Hood's de Rome and sported a gorgeous gold unable
ed,
retorted
equally curtly:
uniform, had been quickly
Sarsaparilla is the best medi laced
“Leave
my
alone. My cab is
brought to his senses when bis love numbered, and cab
my lamps are clean!”
cine money can buy, because making
became too ardent.
“Yes, yes,” said the official, "but
it cures when a ll others fail.
This strange conduct of Marietta was have you a license?”
Poor Health — "H ad poo r health fo r not due to the fact that she loathed
“No.”
years, pains in shoulders, back an d hips,
the stem >r sex, but because she had
“Well, then, follow us to the central
w ith constant headache, nervousness and
hopes of one day realizing the ideal police station.” .
no appetite. U sed H oods Sarsaparilla,
of her dreams—to become the owner
“To the police station?” repeated Ma
gained strength a n d can w o rk hard dll of one of the countless little cabs which rietta, growing pale, and, trembling
day; ea t heartily a n d sleep w e ll. 1 took
thread their way through the crowded with fright, she dropped her whip on
it because it helped m y husband to w hom
streets of Naples and are patronized her horse’s back, causing him to start
it g a ve strength."- M rs. E . J . G iffels,
alike by rich and poor. She hoped not suddenly and Jerk away from her per
Moose L ake, M inn.
only to own such a vehicle, but to secutor.
ride th it as well. And often after
“Yes; come down from your seat im
she had attended mass on Sunday mediately and let ns take the horse and
morning she paid a cocher a lire to cab,” insisted the official in an author
drive her from one end of the city to itative tone.
the other and back again. Dressed in
Hood's Pills cure liver ills; the non-irritating and
Marietta began to shriek and scream,
only cathartic to take with Hood’s Sarsanarilla.
her pretty Sunday frock, with a gor and soon the street was filled with a
geous yellow shawl thrown about her fnotley crowd of idlers, who, when they
shoulders and her ears ornamented beheld the driver, burst into laughter.
with massive coral earrings, she sat in A woman cocher! Truly that was some
state, leaning back with all the grace thing new. Many at once recognized
and majesty of a queen, her eyes the driver as Marietta, the street sing
sparkling with joy and satisfied ambi er, who continued to shriek.and moan
tion. Naturally In these outings she and cry, but could not be dislodged
attracted many admirers, but to her from her seat. The crowd began to
chagrin not of them proved a cocher. espouse her cause, and the officials
Whether they came Into the world al looked a bit anxious at the turn af
ready married Marietta was never able fairs were taking, and when they in
A Romance of Neapolitan
to satisfy herself. And it was remark sisted there arose hisses and catcalls
Everyday Life.
able what a faculty she possessed and scolding, arms were raised mena
of finding out after a few words, even cingly, hats were thrown into the air,
before she entered a cab, whether the and the crowd jostled and shifted to
Marietta Poll! stood beside her rude driver was married or single.
and fro.
little wooden table on the comer of a
Thus the years rolled by, and her
Suddenly a young man elbowed his
narrow street that branched from the prayers remained unanswered. No way
through the throng and after
Via Roma, still popularly called by Its cocher proposed to the patient Mariet great effort drew near the cab. His
old name of Via Toledo, the most live ta. When she approached her twenty- clothes were threadbare, but neatly
ly thoroughfare of the great city of Na fifth year—that dreaded period of an brushed, and at a glance one could see
ples. ■ She was a street singer, and her Italian woman’s life, when she takes that he was far from prosperous.
only possessions consisted of a rude on flesh rapidly and her youthful
“What is the matter?” he asked
table, an earthen salad bowl decorated charms depart, Marietta began to wor breathlessly. “Has she no license?”
with blue flowers—Into which the pass ry. She realized only too well that
“No.”
ers by threw their offerings—and a well j she would be no exception to the rale
“Well, I have one, but unfortunately
and
feared
that
within
a
year
she
worn guitar. Every morning promptly j
no cab. Let me take the cab. May I?”
at 7 Marietta came with her table, ! would no longer be able to stand oh he added, addressing Marietta, who
placed It In its accustomed nook, with her corner and sing to the passersby was still holding tightly to the seat.
the empty bowl at one corner, and i without being jeered and hooted.
And with this he handed to the police
without much ado took up her guitar ! How could she earn a livelihood man a large, rather soiled document
and in a sweet, plaintive voice sang when she was crowded out of this call which he took from his coat pocket.hymns for a full hour. From 8 until ing? She bad never attended school, Marietta was so excited and confused
noon she rendered ambitious operatic knew no trade and could not think of that she understood nothing.
selections, In the afternoon she alter working In a factory, for Naples had
“The gentleman has a license and
nated stirring national airs with songs but few, and those overflowed with wishes to take your place,” explained
of love, heroism and adventure, and in girls who received a mere pittance for the policeman, who, as he glanced at
the evening she changed her pro their hard labor. Open a fruit or vege the excited mob, congratulated himself
gramme to the most popular ballads of table or lemonade stand? No, for in on the possibility of settling the matter
almost every other doorway these were thus easily.
the day.
Punctually at 11 o’clock, when the for sale. As a last resort she might
“He wants to marry me, you say?”
streets became deserted, Marietta hung adopt the methods pursued by tier she asked as her eyes filled with tears,
mother,
but
she
shuddered
at
the
her guitar over her shoulder, extin
and she broke down completely.
guished the light that stood near her thought, for Marietta was governed by
A tremendous laugh echoed through
contribution bowl, poured the money nobler impulses, and her aspirations the crowd as this question was asked.
soared
higher.
into her pocket and, after hiding the
“That I do not know,” answered the
In the midst of her despair she sud sergeant, grinning. “Perhaps the gen
lamp in a secret niche In the wall near
by, lifted .the table over her head and denly clapped her hands In joy as an tleman will accommodate you. But
wandered away to the tenement dis Inspiration came to her. From a friend first of all you must transfer your cab
trict, where the tall, narrow houses who had recently traveled In Switzer to him. for even If you had a license
swarm with children like rabbits in land she learned that there were wo you would not be allowed to drive
warrens and where whole families live men doctors, telegraph operators, mail about Naples. Do yon accept?”
huddled together without cleanness or carriers and railway ticket sellers in
“Yes,” answered Marietta, smiling
decency and the air resounds at once the little republic who gave complete through her tears.
satisfaction
and
were
Independent
like
with blows and cries and singing and
A simultaneous shout of “Viva,
laughter. Here she slept In the small the men. She had become an ardent - viva!” went up to the blue sky from
hallway of a tumble down' shanty believer in the wisdom of women’s the noisy crowd, delighted at the out
emancipation, and here, she argued,, come of this amusing street drama and
which served as a cobbler’s workshop.
But Marietta was not alone In the was an opportunity to test it. If no eager to express their admiration for
world. Her widowed mother contriv cocher would propose to her, why not the maid and the man who had shown
ed to make- a living from the sale of become a cocher herself? No one could himself so brave and chivalrous.
handkerchiefs, opera glasses, cigar prevent her from making an honest
In the meantime Marietta stepped
cases, spectacles and a miscellany of living, and what a delightful avocation down and offered both hands to her
it
would
be!
First,
one
could
have
the
such articles, which both her half
rescuer, wbp looked kindly Into her

P

MARIETTA’S !
IDEAL
»

Deautiful black eyes.

“But you must go with me anyway,”
said the sergeant, turning to them, “so
that the number of the cab can be
changed on this license. Then you
may depart.”
“Very well,” said Marietta, glancing
proudly at her champion, whose slen
der figure, swarthy complexion and
erect carriage at once had won her
fancy.
“Step into the cab!” ordered the ser
geant. The driver sprang to his place
on the seat, and Marietta settled down
comfortably, not in the proud manner
•with which she was accustomed to
drive on Sundays, but with a satisfied
air nevertheless.
“Make way, gentlemen!” cried the
policemen.
With some difficulty a pathway was
opened thrpugh the solid mass of
shouting people, and at a slow pace the
cab was driven to the police station,
accompanied by an Imposing array of
municipal guards, policemen and de
tectives and a struggling mass of curi
ous pedestrians. The formalities of the
law were quickly complied with, and
Marietta, who had no license and could
obtain one under no consideration,
willingly transferred her newly acquir
ed possessions to the cabless cocher.
The arrangements pleased all con
cerned, and the terrible ordeal which
threatened at one time to result in a
catastrophe really proved a blessing in
disguise, for, eight weeks later, Mariet
ta was married to her driver, Federigo,
whose fame and popularity with the
masses spread so rapidly that in a
-short time he was forced to purchase
another cab and horse to accommodate
his patrons. Success, however, did not
turn Federigo’s head. He treated ev
ery one with the same courtesy and
consideration. And Marietta, although
several years his senior, proved an ex
cellent wife and returned with equal
Intensity the affection lavished on her
by her adoring spouse, who anticipated
her every wish and often on a Sunday
morning took great delight in driving
her from one end of the city to the
other.
This is the romance of Marietta Polli,
the pretty street singer of Naples, who
through her ignorance of the law and
the kind interference of fate entered
the gates of matrimony and realized
the ideal of her dreams.—Adapted From
the German For Argonaut.

ODD SEIZURES FOR DEBT.
B o a rd e rs In a H o m e , a n E n g in e a n d
F a ls e T e e th L e v ie d On.

The United States ship Glacier, the
refrigerating ship of the navy, was
once seized for debt in the harbor of
Sydney, A naval vessel is not often
seized for debt, and the legality of the
seizure might he a mater of Interna
tional inquiry. The story Is that when
the Glacier was at Sydney the of
ficers’ mess ran up several bills on
shore. When they came to settle, be
fore sailing a bill was presented by a
tradesman which the mess refused to
pay on the reasonable ground that they
did not owe It. Knowing that the ves
sel was to sail shortly, the tradesman
got a sharp lawyer, who procured a
judgment against the ship for the
amount.of the bill. A sheriff came on
board upon some pretext, and, drawing
a warrant for the ship’s seizure from
his pocket, affixed K to cue mainmast.
After that to sail away would have
brought on international complications,
so the mess paid and tried to look
pleasant. The bill was for $250.
Curious things have been seized for
debt. Some years ago there was a for
eigner of rank in Chicago who had fall
en on evil times and so set up at a
boarding house. He was always In
debt, and at last his creditors discover
ed an ingenious way of getting their
bills paid. When the boarders were at
dinner, an officer of the law appeared
and levied on the table. The guests
were Indignant, and the foreign noble
man tore his hair. Finally, as the bill
was small, the boarders clubbed togeth
er and paid It, after which they resum
ed their evening meal amid profuse
protestations of gratitude on the part
of their noble host. The amount paid
was of course deducted from their
board bill when they came to settle.
After the table had been levied on
twice or three times It got monotonous,
and the boarding bouse ceased to flour
ish.
Some time back the proprietor of a
traveling menagerie in England receiv
ed a bill as he was leaving Yarmouth
with his “aggregation.” He declared
that the bill was exorbitant and refus
ed to pay. At his next stopping place
he was served with a summons, and
final judgment and execution Were ob
tained for the bill. But by the time the
papers were made out the menagerie
was at a third town, and there the offi
cer of the law went to execute the writ
Now, a menagerie Is a troublesome
thing to levy on, but It finally was de
cided to seize a Malay orang ontang as
being the handiest article of value. The
officers had no idea what to feed the
animal on, and as it became hungry it
raved and fought so that they sent it
back to the menagerie, which by this
time had gone to a fourth town. All
expenses fell upon the people who had
brought the suit, and they were glad to
get off even at that price.
A traveling theatrical company which
had left a bill behind at Birmingham,
England, was “caught up” at the next
town with a writ of attachment upon
Its theatrical properties. When the of
ficer came to levy, he found nothing of
much value except the wigs belonging
to the show. These he seized, and that
night “Richard III” was played by
actors with up to date close cropped
heads, making a most ludicrous effect
when combined with mediaeval clothes.
Some time ago the London and
Northwestern railway company fell a
victim to the notorious litigant, since
declared insane, Mrs. Corbett. The
woman, who was always suing some
thing or somebody, brought suit
against the company, and as the case
was not defended she obtained judg
ment She got an order and actually
seized an engine attached to a local
train. She held up that train for at
hour before the engine was bonded and
released.
In New York last week a woman
was taken to court charged with steal
ing a set of false teeth from one of
her boarders. In her defense the ac
cused woman said that she had seized
the teeth as security for a board bill
owed her by the young iady who
owned them.—Chicago Chronicle.

PHOSPHORESCENCE.
The orchards of the sky, star leaved, boughed blue,
Lean down the west, and from dusk odored trees
A golden apple of Hesperides
Hangs low and trembling, falls, then drops from
view,
When, lo, where lately gray green gardens grew
A wondrous light bestrews the somber seas,
And on each wave, foam tipped by shore set
breeze,
There gleams a vivid flame of dazzling hue!
O myriad rays that blend in myriad glow,
Each ray the tiniest bark that sails the deep,
Through myriad tides of life that ebb and flow
Help me this myriad faith to ever keep—
That moon set, sable sea and blackest night
But serve to manifest love's lambent light!
—Clarence Urmy in Harper's Bazar.
B e r tie ’s D is co v e ry *

Aunt Susan came all the way from
Montreal to visit the family and
brought with her Caesar, her beautiful
Maltese Angor-a. Aunt Susan was
wealthy and childless; hence Bertie,
Mary and Susan were cautioned before
her arrival not to do anything or say
aught that might offend. Bertie was
17, of a seraphic countenance and a
scientific turn of mind. Bertie was also,
though young, an enthnsiastic mate
rialist and, notwithstanding his big,
dreamy blue eyes, totally devoid of
sentiment. Surgery was his hobby.
He pictured himself in the future as
the greatest surgeon of the age.
One evening, about two weeks after
Aunt Susan’s arrival, Bertie burst in
upon the family assembled in the sit
ting room. His face was aflame, and
his eyes shone with the joy of a great
discovery.
“Aunt Susan,” he cried in a voice
quivering with emotion, “you are a
benefactor to science! I have discov
ered the original function of the vermi
form appendix. It Is the purring ap
paratus In the feline. I anaesthetized
Caesar and then dissected him slowly—
he was purring all the while —and
found that the purs came from his ver
miform appendix, and had he lived
only a few minutes longer I might have
made a still greater discovery”— But
Aunt Susan had fainted, and pater famillas was rolling up his sleeves, a look
of grim determination drawing down
the muscles of his face.—New York
Sun.

States. The trip was made only after
many thrilling scenes requiring weeks
of skillful maneuvering and dangerous
exploits. Just before the north and
south engaged in war Captain Foster
built the Clotilda and announced that
he would make a trip to the gulf of
Guinea despite the fact that United
States war vessels had burned and
sunk the ships of many who tried the
voyage. He was warned repeatedly of
the dangers attached to such an under
taking, but he equipped his ship and
sailed away.
He reached the African coast after
going out of his course many times and
remained along the coast for a month.
He succeeded in getting 100 negroes on
board before he was detected by the
watchful vessels of the United States.
He was pursued, but easily outdis
tanced his pursuers, and two months
later arrived in Mobile bay with his
human cargo. A steamboat met the
slaveship during the night, and the
negroes were transferred In order to
avoid the custom house officials. Cap
tain Foster set his vessel on fire and
passed through Mobile without being
detected. The government authorities
hunted for him for months, but he
eluded them until the close- of the war,
when he retired from the sea.

TH EY LOOKED ALIKE.
WHY ONE MAN IN UNIFORM WAS NOT
UP IN MILITARY TACTICS.
A C ase W h e r e Im p e rso n a tin g : a L a w 
y e r A lm o s t G ot a F n t n r e J n d g e In 
to T r o u b le a n d I n c i d e n t a lly H as
te n e d a W edding:.

quence of having lookedover the fami
ly expense account, “we’ve got to begin1
to retrench a little. Do you know we’ve
spent $1,000 In the last six months?
That’s at the rate of $2,000 a year!”
. “That’s all right, George,” responded
Mrs. Ferguson, unmoved. “This Is a
$2,000 family.”—Chicago Tribune.
R e a lis m l a th e D e p a r tm e n t Store.

“What is that sound like a rainstorm
that I hear from the floor above?”
“Why, that’s our latest rain appara
tus. It’s for the convenience and sat-!
isfactlon of umbrella buyers who want
to test their purchases.” —Cleveland
Plain Dealer.
Sfre. G ilb e r t a n d A ngm stfn D a ly .

“The pleasantest recollections of iny
stage life are those connected with the
governor,” said Mrs. John Gilbert “We
never called him Mr. Daly—that Is, we
older ones, who knew him well.
“He never bothered much with Jim
Lewis and myself. He had more trou
ble with John Drew and Ada Rehan.
They were young and needed looking
after, you know.
“He was very set in his ways, and if
he took a fancy to a piece of stage fur
niture he invariably introduced It Into
every play. He had a pair of large,
dark blue majolica vases which were
the bane of my life. They were always
placed near a doorway In such a man
ner that you had to have the dreadful
things always on your mind or you
would run into them.
“I had complained several times to
the governor and begged him to put
them in the storeroom, but he had tak
en a fancy to them, and they remained.
“Well, one day I did knock one of
them down, and it was smashed to bits.
The governor never said a word, but
he looked volumes. He was arranging
the interior for a new play a few days
later, and in one scene I had to faint
on a lounge.
“ ‘Tom,’ he said to the stage hand,
‘see that that lounge Is good and strong,
for Mrs. Gilbert is very gawky, and It
would ruin the scene if she'smashed it
when she fainted.’
“That was all, but I knew that he
knew how that vase was broken.”—
New York Herald.

The doctor, the captain and the pro
fessor were, together spinning yarns.
The doctor had told one about some
negro slaves, and then It was the cap
tain’s turn.
“There were some queer characters,”
said the captain, “In some of the Mis
souri regiments. We had In one com
pany men from 15 different states,
with a fa ir’sprinkling of native Mis
sourians. Among the latter was a
stalwart backwoodsman who became
W h a t I* S u cce ss T
The saint, the sensualist, the scholar one of the best soldiers in the company.
C o a l a e a t l o * In M orocco.
and the miser, though each achieves On the march after Price our back
It is a custom in Morocco that all the
the greatest degree of success possible woodsman disappeared, but came back property of an official reverts at death
in his chosen line, are from the high the next day. He acted queerly and to the crown. The logic which leads to
est standpoint of life wretched fail seemed to have forgotten all he ever such a result is simple, for the govern
ures.
knew about drill and military duty.- ment argues that all fortunes thus ac
Shall I choose pleasure, virtue learn But he could shoot as well as ever, cumulated consist of moneys illegally
ing or monejf as the object of my life’s and, supposing that he had been off on retained by the authorities. A gov
endeavors?
a little drunk, little attention was paid ernor when appointed Is probably pos
This is not the right sort of question. to him.
sessed of no considerable fortune.
I might as well ask, “Shall I amputate
“In a week I saw two of him—that When he dies, he may be a million
my arms or my legs?” or “Which shall Is, I saw the real man of our company aire. Whence came his wealth? Squeez
I retain, my bearing or my sight?”
come up in the night, change clothes ed most certainly from the tribes under
True success, the success at which and take the place of his brother, who his authority and therefore amassed
we who are banding ourselves together had been his substitute for a few days. only by the prerogatives of th° position
for the world’s practical betterment Our man had gone off to see his moth In which the sultan had placed him.
aim, is not the satisfying of any one er, and his twin brother had come It has never struck the Moorish gov
passion, such as the exaltation of the to the company with the former’s gun ernment that these great fortunes
saint or the avarice of the miser, but and clothes and accouterments so that might more honorably be returned to
the complete •life, joyous and useful, his absence might not .be noticed. the people from whom they were sto
equipped with the wealth and power to Later the substitute joined his brother, len. The result is entire confiscation
spread our joy- and usefulness over as and the two were with us to the end to the crown, including often such pri
wide an area as possible. Wealth of of the war. They were as like as two vate property as his governor may
character, of knowledge and of joy peas, and when they were rigged out have been possessed of before his ap
must keep pace with Increase in wealth in army blue there were only two pointment and not seldom, too, of the
of material things, else the very capac men in the company who could tell property of his relatives.
ity for joy and usefulness, the only ra which was which.”
When the mighty fall In Morocco, the
tional end of money wealth. Is de
“That reminds me,” said the profess crash brings down with them their
stroyed.
or, “of an adventure I had .in Missouri families, even unejes and cousins and
Men often think they are getting the several years after the war. Business all connected with them, and it is not
earth, when, in fact, the earth is get called me from St. Louis to Lebanon, seldom that the sons of great gov
ting them; like the drunken man who where I was to meet a lawyer named ernors, who have been brought up in
thinks the earth Is flying up into his Wallace. I arrived early in the morn the luxury of slaves and horses and
face, when, instead, his face has fallen ing, and Wallace, expecting to take me retinues of mounted men, have to go
against the ground.—Success.
to his house for breakfast, met me at begging In the streets.—Blackwood.
the station. I had breakfasted, howev
She M oved.
C o m m od ore V a n d e r b ilt’s Id ea .
er, and the lawyer left me in his office
Mrs. Horace Greeley had, at one time, down town while he went some dis
Commodore Vanderbilt was prolific
become much dissatisfied with the tance to breakfast. He instructed me of original ideas. If ever we bad
house In New York In which they were to make myself at home, and I seated In this country a “plus” man, It was he.
living. There really were many objec myself at bis desk.
I once heard a compatriot and contem
tions to it, and one day she poured
“I noticed that there was a close re porary of his say: “I t was a well
them all forth in a long and rather ex semblance between Wallace and my thought out scheme of the commodore
cited complaint to Mr. Greeley. He self, but thought nothing of this until a to build what he called a water road
heard her out with undisturbed tran young lady came tripping Into the of from New York to Albany, but in his
quillity, and when she had quite finish fice and addressed me as Mr. Wallace. time there seemed insurmountable dif
ed said simply:
She explained that she was Miss Ruth ficulties In the way, and only two or
“Well, ma, move.”
Johnson, principal of the Lebanon, three of his Intimate friends were let
She took him at his word. As he evi school, and asked me If I had come to Into Jhe secret. He nursed it notwith
dently did not care to be consulted, an agreement with the other members standing for several years and hated to
consulted he was not. For several of the school board. I tried to explain let It go without a trial. All of ua
days there was more or less confusion that I didn’t know what she was talk knew it was thoroughly Impracticable,
in the house, as the packing went on, ing about, but she would not allow me but had he not accomplished' many ap
and room after room was dismantled, to finish and broke In on me to say that parently impracticable things and star
but the living rooms were left till the she understood exactly how the ease tled the world by his success? Briefly;
last, and Mr. Greeley did not even no stood, that she had called on Mr. Rich he wanted to build some sort of track
tice it.
ards, the bachelor member of the on the surface of the water, supporting
At length, one evening he came home school board, who was against her, but It by pontoons. One engine on the rails!
—and found no home to come to. The if I would vote with Mr. Johnson she was to draw 100 canalboats In the wa-house was dark and empty. He stood could go home and get married.
ter, and all that sort of thing. Oh, it
for a few mmoents on the doorstep In
“I asked If my consent would settle was a great scheme!”—New York
amiable bewilderment.' Then, deciding1 the matter, and she replied that it Press.
what to do, he began calling upon the would make her the happiest girl In
neighbors in turn, inquiring of each, Missouri. I said Jokingly that I gave
I t D id n ’t B o th e r H im .
with an appealing smile and unruffled my consent, and out she went before I
There was once a chief engineer in
sweetness:
could explain that I wasn’t Mr. Wal the British navy, a patient man who
“Do yon know where ma Is? She’s lace. I thought then that I would ex had spent so many nights sitting by
moved.”
plain to Wallace, but when he came In the bedside of an expiring boiler, which
Some one did know at last, and “pa,” there was business to transact, and in never expired, but kept on bursting
the one thing left behind, moved also the hurry I forgot all about Miss John blood vessels and getting a death rattle
and rejoined his household in their new son and her affairs.
in its thousand throats, that he had be
and more comfortable quarters.
“The next morning Wallace was In a come reconciled to knowing that he
state of great excitement. The local1 would be called upon to stop leaks at
F i t t e d F o r It* D ian e* .
paper
contained a long article attack all hours of the day and night for the
“Looking over my neighbor’s feade ing Mr.
Wallace, president of the rest of his natural life. His only en
one day,” says a lover of animals, “I
board, for his action in releasing vy was the man who could sleep undis
was surprised to see on his doorstep: -school
through the whole night. This
these queer companions: A beautiful; Miss Ruth Johnson In the middle of the turbed
man was Bulstrode, chief engineer of
school
term.
It
appeared
that
of
the
White sea gull and my neighbor’s pet
three members of the board Richards another ship.
cat sitting quietly together.
One night the assistant engineer sent
the release of the principal,
• “Becoming Interested, I jumped the opposed favored
and Wallace had been a man up to Bulstrode to report the
fence and asked Jones abont his feath Johnson
In doubt and had evaded the Issue by gradual disappearance of the vacuum
ered pet. He told me that some boysj not
any meeting of the board. in the air pumps. Knocking at the
had shot the gull a few days before The calling
paper
stated,
however, that a meet chief’s door, the man sang out:
and broken Its wing, and as they were ing had been called,
“Please, sir, the vacuum is decreas
that Wallace as
passing his house he noticed the poor, president
of the board had advocated ing.”.
suffering thing and bought it. He ban Miss Johnson’s
The answer came back In a drowsy
release, had persuaded
daged the broken wing, and the gull, Mr. Johnson to vote
voice:
with
him
and
that
seeming to understand his kind inten Miss Ruth Johnson had started east
“All right. Report to me If It gets
tions, became quite tame and nestled the
lower.”
night before.
its pretty head against his hand.
Half an hour later the man again
“The editor wound up the article by
“Jones entertained me by showing asking
rapped at the door.
the
people
to
remember
this'
fiow the gull usually took his meals.
“The vacuum Is much lower, sir.”
action of Wallace and retire him from
Bringing a plate of oysters and a fork, office
“Very good. Tell me If It gets still
the first opportunity. This
he called ‘Goosey, goosey, goosey!’ and made at
lower.”
It
very
awkward,
as
Wallace
the bird came running to him. Then was a candidate for circuit judge, and
After another half hour:
he held out au oyster on the fork and he Imagined the attack was made to
“Mr. Bulstrode, the vacuum’s gone,
the gull seized it quickly with its yel Injure his prospects, and he assured me sir.”
low bill and ate It as demurely as If that the statements were false, as he
“All right. Report to me If It comes
oysters had been served to it In this had called no meeting of the school back.”—Pall Mall Gazette.
way all of Its days.
and had not voted In favor of
“The oddest thing occurred one day boardJohnson’s
<laUe L ik e ly .
release. I then explain
when my neighbor gave the gull some Miss
Bloomer (to ragged urchin)—Your
ed
how
I
came
to
give
my
consent
to
small pieces of meat for dinner. He the marriage of Miss Johnson and ex parents left you something when they
placed the meat on the ground near plained also that she believed I was died, did they not?
the gull, but the gull, espying a pan of Mr.
Urchin—Oh, yes, sir.
Wallace. He laughed at this, went
water near by, took the meat piece by to the
Bloomer—And what did they leave
editor of the local paper and
piece and, walking over, dropped It explained, and the next morning the: you, my little man?
into the water. Then, true to its na full story of my interview with Miss
Urchin—An orphan, sir.—Exchange
ture, it began fishing for its dinner.”— Johnson was published. In the end;
When
a man is out of money, he
Christian Advocate.
Wallace was. elected circuit judge.”—' doesn’t show any, but when he Is out
New York News.
of temper he shows a lot of it.—Chica
O ur L a s t C a r s o o f S la v e *.
go News.
Captain Foster was the commander
W h y Not f
of the slave ship Clotilda that brought
In the year 1600 the manufacture ot
“Now, look here, Laura,” said Mr.
the last cargo of slaves to the United Ferguson, thoroughly aroused In conse-’ silk began in England.
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G o v e r n o r S t o n e has wisely reappointed Dr. Nathan C.
Schaeffer, of Lancaster, to be Superintendent of Public In
struction for the term of four years, beginning April 1, 1901.
Dr. Schaeffer has filled the office of State Superintendent
since June 1, 1893, with noteworthy efficiency.

the conditions. The better element
in Cuba favors ultimate annexation
to the U. S., but I believe that a
large proportion agree that it had
better ' come after a trial of inde
pendence has been made. There
never was a day when Cuba was as
happy as she is to-day.
Ex-Senator Thurston has been
named as Chairman of the St. Louis
Exposition Commission. Nearly all
of the commissioners were in Wash
ington this week for the purpose of
conferring with Secretary Bay as to
the date for the meeting and or
ganization of the Commission. The
law creating the Commission pro
vides that this meeting shall be
called by Secretary Hay and that it
shall be held in St. Louis, where the
headquarters of the Commission will
be located, within thirty days of the
appointment of the commissioners.
IN D IA N S B U IL D A R A IL R O A D .

F. B a e r , of Reading, was last week elected
President of the Philadelphia and Reading Railway and the
Philadelphia and Reading Coal and Iron Companies, succeed
ing Joseph S. Harrison, resigned. Under the Presidency of
Mr. Harrison the Reading corporations made much financial
progress and the holders of Reading securities have kind
words for the retiring official.
G

eorge

T h o u g h , geographically speaking, the Chairmen of the
Republican and Democratic Committees are not “well dis
tributed over the county,” it is hardly probable that Mont
gomery will take a tilt toward the Delaware. That the
eastern section of this bailiwick should enjoy dual political
distinction by reason of the very nearness of Messrs.
Freed and Rosenberrv, is not sufficient cause for fear lest
the stable equilibrium of the county be disturbed to an alarm
ing extent.
T h e Carnegie free library proposition threatens to force
an attack of nervous prostration upon some of the citizens of
Norristown. The Times seems to be in imminent danger.
Several of the communications to that paper indicate rather
a low form of civilization and exhibit a discouraging, if not
humiliating, disregard for such proprieties of. good society as
one would suppose are firmly established at the county seat.
There may be sufficient reason to question the advisability of
imposing a yearly bill amounting to $5,000 upon the taxpay
ers of that town in support of a public library, but there is
neither sense, nor reason, nor good breeding evidenced by
heaping abuse upon a millionaire who wishes to dispose of a
vast sum of money in such m anner'as he believes will be of
benefit to many thousands of people. Looking at the issue
th at is agitating Norristown citizens so violently, as an out
sider, we incline to the opinion that the whole m atter should
be mutually compromised, if possible, so as to afford the
town largely increased library facilities, through the munifi
cence of Mr. Carnegie, with the least possible expense to
taxpayers. If a number of public spirited citizens will de
fray the cost of a suitable site, and Mr. Carnegie’s $50,000 are
expended for a library building, the library can be easily
maintained for a t least $2,000 per year; and doubtless Mr.
Carnegie would accept this amendment to his proposition, if
presented in the proper, spirit. To abuse a man who desires
to benefit, with his millions, his fellowmen, is reprehensible
conduct.

WASHINGTON LETTER. thusing on the way he was tied up

Out in Wyoming the Burlington
railroad is building a line down into
the Big Horn Basin country, and
the contractors succeeded in in
teresting a lot of Crow and Sioux
Indians from the reservation near
by, and engaged a number of them
on the grade. At first they were
lined up each with scraper and a
team of horses and at the word,
with a yell, they started to race,
that being the sport dearest to the
Indian heart. But after the “ boss”
got them in line again, and explained
that they were thereto “move d irt”
and not to race horses things went
more smoothly, and most of the
bucks have developed into good
wbrkmen.
And so it happens, that within a
few miles of the battlefield where
Custer and his brave men of the
Seventh Cavalry made their last
stand in 1876, these warriors, and
sons of warriors, many of whom no
doubt took part in the massacre,
are peacefully taking up the white
man’s burden and “make’em heap
sweat. ”
OUR

P H IL IP P IN E

ARMY.

The present plans of the War De
partment contemplate the mainte=
nance of an army of 50,000 men in
the Philippines until order has been
completely established under the
proposed new civil government and
the garrisons can be safely reduced
to a peace footing. There are now
about 65,000 troops in the Philip
pines and China, and the original
plan was to maintain an army of
60,000 men in the Philippines until
a stable government had been estab
lished, replacing the volunteers
numbering about 25,000, with regu
lars to an extent sufficient to keep
up all existing garrisons through
out the archipelago, but* it has been
found to be impracticable to do so
under existing conditions within
the short time intervening before
July 1st next, when the entire
volunteer army must be disbanded.
The failure of the plan is due to the
lack of available officers in this
country to organize the new regi
ments authorized by Congress, and
not so much to the difficulty of re
cruiting the regiments.

T H E B U R L IN G T O N FA ST M A IL —
U N S U B S ID IZ E D .

IF O IR ,

Blood. BICYCLES

It is well known that the Burling
ton Route is selected by the govern
ment, and has been for many years,
as the route for its through mail
service between Chicago and Coun
cil Bluffs. The overland mail, and
the through mails from Europe
across the continent to Asia, are
sent by the government, over the
Burlington. This service is per
formed in special trains, but there
is no written contract for the ser
vice with the government. It simply
has selected and retains the best,
quickest and safest route for its
trancontinental mails; nor is any
subsidy paid. The Burlington re
ceives only the same rates in force
by general law for the carriage of
all mails in the country. In a re
cent debate in the House of Repre
sentatives at Washington, upon the
question of paying a subsidy to a
line of railroad between New York
and New Orleans, for keeping up a
fast mail service in the South, Mr.
Loud of California, chairman of the
committee on postoffices and post
roads, in giving his reason for vot
ing against this subsidy to the
southern railroad, paid the following
high tribune to the Burlington. He
said: “ If subsidies are proper, you
should not restrict them. If there
is any railroad in the country that
earns extra compensation from the
government, that railroad is the
Chicago, Burlington &Quincy, from
Chicago to Omaha, which runs
phenomenally fast trains, carrying
nothing but mail; but that company
does not ask for a subsidy.”

S F R IIT C 3-

Men’s Furnishing's and Clothing.

We live by our blood, and on
— GO TO —
it. We thrive or starve, as
our blood is rich or poor.
There is nothing else to live
— DEALER IN —
on or by.
When strength is full and
Spring Styles in Hats, Men’s Furnishings and
spirits high, we are being re
—
AND-----freshed, bone muscle and brain,
Clothing, arriving daily.
in body and mind, with con HOUSE FURNISHING
tinual flow of rich blood.
::: GOODS :::
This is health.
TT A
„ T
h? 8PriDKDnnlap and other styles of Stiff Hats, New Tuxedo
*-*•**»-**KJ • Crush Hat and other Soft Hats in attractive styles : and Colors are here
When weak, in low spirits,
and admired by all.
•• ............ .
no cheer, no spring, when rest
is not rest and sleep is not P aint, Glass, Putty. Varnish, Oil
sleep, we are starved ; our blood
Rrnshes, Etc.
is poor; there is little nutri
-----AGENT F O R ment in it.
The latest in Ties Is the King Edward Scarf, to be tied as a tu f f Bow, or Four-tnBack of the blood, is food, IMPERIAL LIGHT RAMBLER haud. Instructions for tieing with each purchase.
—AND—
to keep thé blood rich. When
it fails, take Scott’s Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil. It sets the
Madrar, Percales, Bedford Cords, in stripes and pleats, in attractive patterns, are
whole body going again—man
the latest.
woman and child.

GEO. F. CLAMER,
HARDWARE

Electrical and Bicycle Supplies

SPRING NECKWEAR.

= NEW SOFT SHIRTS =

I f y o u h a v e n o t trie d it, sen d fo r fre e sam p le,
its ag re e a b le ta ste w ill su rp rise you.
S C O T T & B O W N E , C h em ists
409-415 P e a rl Street,
N ew Y o rk .
50c. an d $ 1 .00; a ll d ru ggists.

- Deering Light Draft Meal Binders, MOWERS and HAY RAKES.

I

I. P. Williams, QQ5 Main St.

At this tim e ©I*the year gener
ally find themselves with un
employed capital tem porarily American Field Fencing, Ellwood Lawn
Fencing, Poultry Wire (all sizes), Ameri
on their hands. A good plan
can Poultry Food, Clover Meal, Chick
is to deposit it here until
Manna, etc. Oil and Vapor Cook Stoves
needed and let it earn 3 per
ceut.
Main Street, Near Depot,
THE
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Spreads Like Wildfire.

C L O T H I1 T G

In these we have an excellent variety of latest styles for Men, Youths and Boys, at
BOTTOM PRICES.

Individual
Investors

When things are “ the best” they become
“the best selling.” Abraham Hare, a lead
MONTGOMERY INSURANCE,
ing druggist, of Belleville, O., writes :
“ Electric Bitters are the beat selling bitters I
TRUST AND SAFE DE
have bandied in 80 years.” You know why 1
Most diseases begin in disorders of stomach,
POSIT COMPANY,
liver, kidneys, bowels, blood and nerves.
Electric Bitters tones up the stomach, regu 110 U'. Main St., Norristown, Pa.
lates liver, kidneys and bowels, purifies the
blood, strengthens the nerves, hence cures
multitudes of maladies. It builds up the
A WORTHY SUCCESSOR.
entire system. Puts new life and vigor into
any weak, sickly, run-down man or woman.
“ s o m e t h in g n e w u n d e r t h e s u n . ’
Price 50 cents. Sold by Joseph W. Colbert,
druggist
AH Doctors have tried to cure CATARRH
by the use of powders, acid gases, Inhalers
and drugs in paste form. THeir powders dry
up in the mucous membranes causing them
to crack open and bleed. The powerful acids
used in the inhalers have entirely eaten
away the same membranes that their makers
have aimed to cure, while pastes and oint
ments cannot reach the disease. An old and
experienced practitioner who has for many
years made a close study and specialty of the
treatment of CATARRH, has at last per
fected a Treatment which when faithfully
used, not only relieves at once, but perma
nently cures CATARRH, by removing the
BECAUSE I examined their eyes and cause,
stooping the discharges, and curing
all inflammation, It is the only remedy
effected cures in defective sight without known to science that actually reaches the
afflicted parts. This wonderful remedy Is
prescribing them.
,
known as “ SNUFFLES the GUARANTEED
CATARRH CURE” and is sold at the ex
low price of One Dollar, each pack
Hundreds of persons £re wearing tremely
age containing internal and external medi
cine
sufficient
for a full month’s treatment
glasses with comfort, for in my twenty
and everything necessary to its perfecr use.
“SNUFFLES" is the only pe feet CA
years practice as an optician I have
TARRH CURE ever made and is now recog
made many examinations free.
nized as the only Bafe and positive cure f r
that annoying and disgusting disease. It
cures all Inflammation quickly and perma
Only Charge Moderately
nently and is also wonderfully quick to re
lieve HAY FEVER or COLD in the HEAD.
For Glasses when Needed.
CATARRH when neglected often leads to
CONSUMPTION—“SNUFFLE8” will save
you if Jou use it at once It is no ordinary
remedy, but a complete treatment which Is
positively guaranteed to cure CATARRH iu
any form or stage if used according to the
directions which accomrany each package.
Don’t delay but send for it at once, and
write full particulars as to your condition,
and you will receive special advice from the
discoverer of this wonderful remedy regard
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN,
ing your case without cost to you beyond
the regular price of “ SNUFFLES” the
“ GUARANTEED CATARRH CURE."
Sent prepaid to any address in the United
States or Canada on receipt of One Dollar.
Address Dept. B 261, EDWIN B. GILES &
COMPANY, 2330 and 3333 Market Street,
N O R R IS T O W N . P A .'
Philadelphia.
3-28

Fall &W inter

R O Y E R S F O R D , P A .

- Keystone Dry Goods Store. ----- F T J L L
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all the latest shades.

C H O IC E G IN G H A M S : 3SSUS’S . S i y s i
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corrode the under garment, at the popular price of $1.00.
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this *louse ^a'8 ever held a leading place. In
UJI M V U A V m U IV ? U V v JJM BLEACHED and UNBLEACHED MUSLINSwe are always the lowest.. A special line of ready-made SHEETS and PILLOW CASES.

GOODS

Hundreds of Persons

MORGAN
W R IG H T ,X *
N O R R I S T O W N , !F»_A-

Hereabouts Are Not

m
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Wearing Glasses

by Mr. G.
Mr J. G. Miller, oneof Minnesota’s
W ashington , D. C., April 5, 1901. Railroad and Warehouse Commiss
Aguinaldo was so prompt in ioners, is in Washington. Speaking
taking the oath of allegiance to the of a line of business in which he is
regarded as an expert, he said:
T H E E M O T IO N A L S E X .
U. S. that it recalled some of his
“ Business on the lakes is opening
There was “a bit of a shindy”
former acts of treachery, such as up late this spring, but as far as
over in the English House of Com
selling out his Filipino associates can be told, there will be quite as mons the other day, The Speaker 16 E a s t M ain St.s
in a revolt against Spain; conse much activity in iron ore this sum ordered the Irish members to leave
quently there is a disposition in mer as there was last. If the steel the House and the Irish members,
official circles to be suspicious of combination remains effective the bedad, refused to leave. The police
his intentions and to be certain that Morgan interests will control the were called in and a free fight en
he shall have no opportunity to play big mines, whose product is shipped sued. It took five policemen to
*
traitor to the U. S. Gen. MacArthur from two Harbors. But the fortunes overpower Mr. Crean, who was
1
has acquainted this government of that combination will not ma finally carried out by the arms and
terially
effect
that
locality,
as
the
with certain promises made, by
legs. Mr. McHugh kept twenty
Aguinaldo, which if carried out ore is necessary to any combine that policemen at bay for some minutes,
would put an immediate end to the may control the Carnegie and Fed and his clothes were nearly torn
war in the Philippines, and he has eral steel companies.”
from him in the struggle. There
been instructed to give Aguinaldo
it
Two prominent Indian Territory were howls of execration and while
the opportunity to carry them out. officials—;D. H. Johnson, Governor Mr. Donelan was being removed the
If he does so in good faith he will of the Chickasaw Indians, and Prof. Nationalists rose: and sang “God
not only be given his liberty but John D. Benedict, Superintendent Save Ireland. ’'
will also probably be given some o| the Indian Territory public
On the same day that this hap
position of importance under »the schools—are in Washington on pened dispatches from Vienna an
civil government of the Philippines. official business. Gov. Johnson nounced that “fists were a promi Viel Kid .........$2.00, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50
m
Meanwhile he will be kept under says there will be no further trouble nent feature in to-day’s session of Kangroo Kid...................................$3.00
Enamel K id.. .', ....... ........................$3 25
In making your purchases at
surveilance and upon the slightest with the Indians on account of the the Reichsroth. ” These occurrences
FENTON’S 8TORE. Years of
n experience
indication of treachery will prob allotment of land. Prof. Benedict have no bearing on the question of
enables the proprietor
n to know just
ably find himself haled before a who is conferring with the Com man’s right to participate in poli
what to buy, how
m to buy, and how to sell the thou
court-martial to answer some of the missioner of Indian Affairs on edu tics; but they do prove beyond Viei Kid, Stylish............................ $2.00
“ “
“ ..................... $2 50 to $3.00
m sand and more articles kept in
numerous charges Which have from cational matters, says the 400 pub doubt that women are “the emo 20th
Century Kid................. $1.50, $1.75
stock in a thoroughly equipped
time to time been made against him lic schools of the Territory are of tional sex” and that “ women are
Patent Leather............$2.25, $2.50, $8.00
m general
store.
Great assortment.
of violating the rules of war. He the best and are all well attended too ¿motional to engage in politics. ”
m
In DRY GOODS, GROCER
has nothing to gain and everything
L id a C alv ert O benchain .
The story that J. Pierpont Morgan
IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED
to lose by attempting any treachery and Senator Hanna were at the
GOODS, or in any department of
and if it were not for his record it head of a syndicate .that had offered
M O R E R E L IC S O F A N C IE N T
the big store on the corner yon
6 E, Main St. NORRISTOW N.
would be incredible to suppose that to acquire and complete the Panama
EG YPT.
will find what you want at the
3
he would under any circumstances Canal without cost to this govern
right price.
Rev. Dr. William C. Winslow,
THE HOME GOLD CUKE.
contemplate any. But it is the old ment, if this government would vice president of the Egypt explor
Ready-made Pantaloons and
story of the dog with a bad name. pledge itself not to assist in the ation fund, has just received official AN INGENIOUS TREATMENT B T WHICH
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
DRUNKARDS ARE BEINO CURED D AILY IN
m Boots and Shoes are among the
A member of the Cabinet thus stated construction of a canal over the word that Professor Petrie has un
S P IT S ' OP THEMSELVES.
the attitude of the government to Nicaragua route, would have been earthed at Abydos the records of
specialties.
NOXIOUS DOSES. NO W EAKENING OP THE
i t Crockery and Glassware, Paints,
ward Aguinaldo: “Aguibald’s sub very important if true, but as all Kings before Mena, the founder of NONERVES.
A PLEASAN T AND POSITIVE
CURE FOR THE LIQUOR H ABIT.
mission will have a considerable the interested parties have declared the first dynasty, nearly 4800 B. C.
Oil, Putty, Hardware.
bearing in his favor in the deter to it be untrue that seems to settle “We have found,” writes Professor
It is now generally known and understood
Gents’ Furnishing Goods in
that Drunkenness is a disease and not weak i
mination of what to do with him. it.
Petrie, “the names of Narma Ka, ness.
variety.
A body filled with poison, and nerves
That will not be decided for some
shattered by periodical or con
Representative Dalzell, of Pa., and a King named by a fish sign, completely
stant use of intoxicating liquors, requires an
time, and Gen. MaeArthür and the
perhaps
also
of
two
Kings,
Deb
and
antidote capable of neutralizing and eradi
Philippine Commission meantime who has just returned from Cuba, Sam of Mena and those earliest cating
this poison, and destroying the crav
thinks
it
will
be
some
time
before
ing for intoxicants. Sufferers may now cure
will deliberate carefully oyer the
Kings. There are about thirty in themselves at home without publicity or loss
there
is
any
material
change
in
the
question before reaching any con
time from business by this wonderful
Cuban situation. He said, while scriptions and a heavy strip of gold of
“ HOME GOLD CURE,” wiiich has been
clusions. ”
with
the
name
Aha
(Mena).
In
the
perfected after many years of close s'udy
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Although no particulars are discussing the subject: “I think tomb of Khasekhemui were found and treatment of inebriates. The faithful
there
are
few
men
in
the
island,
use according to directions of this wonder,»)
given, it is stated in official circles
stone vases, each with a gold cap discovery is positively guaranteed to cure
that Mr. L. C. Griscom, who has except the politicians, who do not tied on with gold wire. Also two the most obstinate case, no matter how hard
been in charge of American in favor the acceptance of the con broad bangles of gold, and a dinner a drinker. Our records show the marvelous
tranformation of thousands of Drunkards
terests in Turkey since the U. S. ditions of independence -imposed by service of a dozen pans and dishes, into sober, icdustilons and upright men.
the
Platt
amendment.
But
the
WIVES CURE YOUR HUSBANDS!!
minister was withdrawn as a mark
with 160 models of tools in sheet CHILDREN CURE YOUR FATHERS 1!
politicians
are
disposed
to
play
a
of displeasure on the part of this
remedy is in no sense a nostrum but is
waiting game. I think even they copper. The frequent use of ivory aThis
specific for this disease only, and is so
government for the Sultan’s failure would yield at once if it were not then is witnessed by the discovery sktllfuily
devised and prepared that it is y y B. LONG A NON,
to keep his word and pay those
thoroughly soluble and pleasant to the taste,
of
forty
inscribed
ivories
and
stones
— IN THEIR —
so that it can be given In a cup of tea or
American missionary claims, has for the encouragement they receive and two lions cut in ivory.” Re coffee
without the knowledge of the person
from
the
anti-administration
press
succeeded in doing what three able
garding the statement recently taking it. Thousands of Drunkards have
themselves with this priceless remedy,
U. S. Ministers failed to do, and in the U. S. As it is, I believe they printed that bracelets of gold, with cured
as many more have been cured and
turquoises and amethysts, found in and
(Next door to Register Office,)
that is that the Sultan is now obli will stand out until Congress meets, the
made temperate men by having the “CURE”
tomb of Zer, the second dynastic administered by loving friends and relatives
and
then,
finding
that
we
will
not
gated in a manner that must compel
King, are the only jewelry known without their knowledge in coffee or tea,
a speedy settlement of those claims. modify our terms, they will accept before the twefth dynasty, Dr. Win and believe to-day that they discontinued
of their own free wifi. DO NOT Are ready at all times to give their patrons
slow says that there are gold orna drinking
Mr. Griscom is now on his wav
WAIT. Do not be deluded by apparent and
class service. Just such meals as you
home, on leave, and this news j If troubled with rheumatism, give Cham ments of the earliest dynasties in misleading “improveme t.” Drive out the first
w ant; all the delicacies of the season, and
famous
Abbott
collection
of
the
New
berlain’s
Pain
Balm
a
trial.
It
will
not
cost
disease
at
once
and
for
all
time.
The
“
HOME
would add more to the warmth of
GOLD CURE” is sold at the extremely low the best of everything the market affords.
you a cent if it does you no good. One ap York Historical Society,
his welcome were it not that similar plication will relieve the pain It also cures
price of One Dollar, thus placing within Oysters served in every style.
reach of everybody a treatment more effectual
A home-like place for country people and
stories had followed promises of the sprains and bruises in one-third the time re
than
others costing $25 to $5Q. Full direc
That Throbbing Headaehe
Sultan without resulting in can quired by any other treatment. Cuts, burns, Would quickly leave you if you used Dr. tions accompany each package. Special ad townspeople to be served with meals or
by skilled physicians when requested lunches. . Remember the place, No. 5 West
celling the claims. Mr. Griscom is frostbites, -quinsey. pains In the side and King’s New Life Pills. Thousands of Snt- vice
without extra charge. Sent prepaid to any Main Street, next door to Register Office,
chest,
glandular
and
other
swellings
are
ferers
have
proved
their
matchless
merit
for
part of the world on receipt of One Dollar. and a few steps from Swede Street.
doubtless a fine fellow and an able
quickly cured by applying it. Every bottle Sick and Nenous Headaches. They make
Dept. B 261, EDWIN B GILES &
diplomat, but the public will wait warranted. Price, 85 and 50 els. For sale pure blood and build up your health. Only Address
COMPANY, 2330 and 2332 Market Street,
25c. Money back if not cured. Sold by Philadelphia.
until the Sultan pays before en- at Fenton’s Store.
KT YOUB Poster* Printed si
Joseph W. Culbert, druggist.
Prom Our Regular Correspondent.
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Cotton und All wool Bed Blankets In
Greys, Whites, Fawns and Red, from cheap
est to best.

i

.SHOES . *
I
LADIES’ SHOES.
H. L. NYCE.

Men’s Pants in Latest (Styles Wool and
Worsted, $1.50 to $3.00.
Cotton Pants, 75c. to $1.00.
Hats and Caps, a new lot, In latest shapes
and colors.
See our line of Winter Shoes, Boots, Rub
ber Boots and Shoes. Try our Waterproof
Shoe, extra high top, double sole, or a pair
of our Two-buckle Felt Boots, and have dry
and warm feet the coldest day.
Horse Blankets, Stable Blankets and Plush
Robes. Over 30 styles of blankets, from 60c.
to $7 per blanket.
Floor Oil Cloths and Linoleums.
Keep your cattle and poultry in good,
healthy condition by feeding them Rauh’s
Stock and Poultry Food, a great egg pro
dueer. Bone Mills and Crushed Oyster
Shells in 100 lb. bags.
Paints, Oils, Glass, Building Hardware, 2
and 3-ply Roofing and Paint for same.
Our Grocery Department is complete with
good, clean, fresh stock, at prices as low as
the lowest.

I1

1
S-I
u

I W. P. FEUTOS, I

No. 5 W. Main St.. - Norristown, Pa.,

Uk Independent Office.

113 EAST MAIN ST., NORRISTOWN. Hi
Storage for Household Goods. Each party’s goods locked
in separate room.
K e y s t o n e ’ P h o n e 70 .

For H O L ID A Y P R E S E N T S —For EVER Y DA Y USE

The Lamp o f Steady Habits
The lamp that doesn’t flare up or smoke, or cause you
to use baa language ; the lamp that looks good when j
you get it and stays good; the lamp that you never willlnglypart with, once you have i t ; that’s
|

f

c b e JV ew R o c h e s te r .

w
-A

%
\
1

V fiB v

Other lamps may be offered you as “ just as good
they may be, in some respects, but for all around good
ness, there’s only one. The New Rochester. To make
sure the lamp offered you is cenuine, look for the n«™.
on i t ; every lamp has it. (800 Varieties.)
O ld . L a m p N M a d © N e w .
We can fill every lamp want. No matter whether you
w anta new lamp or stove, an old one repaired or refin
ished, a vase mounted or other make of lamp transform- 1
ed mto a N e w R o c h e s te r * we can do it. Let us t
send you literature on the subject.
.
We are SPECIALISTS in the treatment of diseases of ^
Lamps. Consultation FREE.
^
38 Park Place A 88 Barclay St., New York*

Rem oval Sale

THE BOCHESTEB LAMP CO.,

—AT THE—

Whereby. SHOE BUYERS can SAVE
MONEY. A REDUCTION OF TEN TO
TWENTY CENTS ON THE DOLLAR on
every pair of Shoes sold during the month
of February, as we take possession of our
New Store Ma-ch 1st and want to save mov
ing of stock.

A Few o f th e B a r g a in s:
Were Sale
Price
Women’s Dongola But. or Laee, $2 00 $1.80
“
“
“
1.50 1 35
“
Tan .
“
1.50 130
Misses Dongola
“
1.25 1.15
Women’s Dongola
“
2.00 1 50
Men’s Box Calf Lace hand sewed 3.00 2.70
Men’s Calf Lace
“
3.00 2.40
Men’s Black Vicl Lace
2.00 1.75
Youths’ Veal Calf Lace
1.25 1.10
Men s Calf, Lace, Hand Sewed
2.50 1.25
Men’s Patent Leather, Lace
3 00 2.50

■A.. - W _ L O U X fvv
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T O IS T O

TO 1

We Never Sell W hat Is
Known as Cheap
Seed.

nH
| We Always Buy the Best,

NEW RESTAURANT,

III

GO TO —

QTTS E G O L F ,

TRAPPE, PA.

§

G

—

I Collegefille Shoe Store I Be Nobby

Si

All correspondence strictly confidential.

L A R G E S T S T O C K , L O W E S T P R IC E S

E. G. Brownback,

MISTAKE I

«

ft

A full line of Ladies’ and Gents’ Flat and
Fleeced-Lined Underwear.

1

MAKE N°

REFRIGERATORS,
PORCH ROCKERS,

New styles In Zaza Suiting, 30 inches wide.

nmmtmmmmmxm

I YOD WILL

tFURNITURE

BEDDING, GO-CARTS,

Muslins and Sheeting in all widths. Pil
low Casing, Tubing. A good Toweling at 4
cents per yard.

J. D. Sallade,

m

FOll

Flannelettes, Outing Flannels, Shaker
Flannels, Canton Flannels, and Wool
Flounces.

#

tt

—

If

------- SEE OUR

| CLO V ER
•

f

BEFORE YOU BUY.

GROUND OYSTER SHELLS,

m
100 POUNDS, 60 CENTS.
m
READY-MIXED PAINT
m ATLAS
is the best. Send for Color Card.

1
1
H N. H. Benjamin & Co.
||

— AND —

Up-to-Date!

3816 STORES
YOUR STORE.
Yes and every year sees it being brought
nearer to a store that the people like. Busi
ness is done on different plans than years
ago, and the management here means to
bring it to your ideas as far as possible.
“ Your money back if you want it” is a new
one in to day’s trading, but it is here for you.
This guarantees satisfaction in all cases.
A lady asked us on Saturday why we always
held our clearing sales in January. Well,
this is generally housecleaning time in the
Big Stores, and you know this means quite a
job to get rid of broken lots, odds and ends
of an assortment and goods in general that
we wieh to change patterns of. It saves our
handling, it saves us time and money ; it
puts money in your pocket, it makes friends.
Whst more could a merchant want or need
than friends who crowd his stores and coun
ters, going away pleased.

Get the latest wrinkle In GENTS’
TIES ; the King Edward VII. can be
tied In THREE different ways. Buy a
tie and we will show you how to tie it.
Also FOUR-IN-HAND BOWS and
NEW STRIPED SHIRTS for Spring
and Summer wear. All the newest
styles in COLLARS, SUMMER UN
DERWEAR for Men and Boys, Ladies
and Children, at all prices. PER
CALES in beautiful stripes, which are
to be worn for Shirt Waists this sum
mer. WHITE LAWNS, 86 and 40
inches wide, from 10c. per yard up
ward ; LACES, EMBROIDERIES,
IN8ERTINGS, and BRAIDS, "for PICTURES AT GREATLY REDUCED
trimming, linings and stiffenlngs, and
PRICES
all kinds of DRESSMAKERS’ SUN A Picture, former price, $2.25, now $1.25.
DRIES. Heavy made WRAPPERS, A Picture, former price, $2.00, now $1.50.
SHIRT WAISTS, and MUSLIN UN A Picture, former price, $1.50, now $1.00.
DERWEAR, RIBBONS, HOSIERY, A Picture, former price, $1.00, now .75,
BABY CAPS; CORSETS, 50, 75c. A Picture, former price, $1.00, now .50.
and $1; the straight front corset is the A Picture former price .50, now .25.
new shape. WORKING SHIRTS,
oooOooo
OVERALLS, CALICOES, MU8LINS,
SHEETINGS, and HAIR SWITCHES.
Now is the time to bring your Hair
Combings and have them made up HARDWARE, CARPETS, OIL CLOTHS,
into switches, so that your hair will
TOYS, ETC.,
look well with your new bats and
58 and 60 East Main Street,
bonnets, as yon know the handsomest
NORRISTOWN. PA.
hat will not look well without a good
head of hair. If your hair is FALL
REWARD
ING OUT, come and have it singed ; t j p t j
Will be paid for information lead
ing to the detection of the person or per
that will help it.
sons guilty of breaking window panes a t
the building of the Collegeville Land and
Improvement Company.
LAND AND IMPROVEMENT CO.

H. E. Elston,

Mrs. Frances Barrett’s,
MAIN S T R E E T ,

PHfflNIXVILLE, PA.
>l\£r. wWA*. .a a » wva>.

T H E

C O L L E G E V IL L E .

A A r a x . .k ia

T F YOU WANT TO BUY OR SELL

Real Estate or a Business Place,
Send particulars and learn my successful plan.

F
the

o r

r e n t

.

o r

r en t

.

Farms and other property. I make
F
a specialty of renting and collecting. Have

A substantial eight-room bouse in
borough of Collegeville. Possession some applicants for farms, etc. Prompt
given April 1, 1901. Apply to
attention. Lease free. Call on or ad
E, S. MOSER, Assignee,
dress
R. P. BALDWIN,
8-7
Collegeville, Pa.
27dec.
Collegeville, Pa.

GEORGE W. BARTHOLOMEW,
28mar3m.
Ambler, Pa.

I f you have anything to
sell, advertise it )n the Independent,

A C o m in g Im provem ent.

g THE INDEPENDENT ®
TERMS — *1.00 M ill TEAR
::
IN AltVATOK.
it

Package Festival.

Thursday, April li, 1901
CHURCH SKRVICKS.
St. James’ Episcopal, Evansburg : Rev. A. J.
Barrow, rector. Services every Sunday. Morn
ing at 10.30, and 3.15 p. m. Sunday School at
2.15 p. m.
St. Paul's Memorial Protestant Episcopal
Church, near Oaks Station. Sunday services
10.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. m. Sunday School at 2.30
p. m. in the annex adjoining. Celebration of
the Holy Communion every first Sunday in
each month at the morning service. Free seats
and a hearty welcome is extended.
United Evangelical Church, Trappe. Preach
ing next Sunday at 10 a. m. Sunday School at
2 o’clock p. m.
Lower Providence Presbyterian Church, Rev.
C. R. Brodhead, pastor. Sunday School, 9.30
a. m. Preaching, 10.30 a. m. Y. P. S. C. E., 7
p. m. Preaching, 7.30 p. in.
Lower Providence Baptist Church. Preach
ing services 10.80 a. m. and 7.30 p. m., every
•Sunday, Rev. Wm. Courson, pastor. Bible
sohool, 9.30 a. m. Prayer meeting, Wednesday
evening at 7.30. Shannonviile Mission, every
second Sunday evening at 7.30 ; Bible school,
Sundays, at 2.30 p. in.; prayer mooting, Tues
days at 7.30 p.m.; Rev. S. O. Perry, pastor.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S. L. Messinger, pastor. Preaching every Sun
day at 10 a. m. and 7.45 p, m. Suuday School
at 8.45 a. m. Junior Endeavor prayer meeting,
Sunday, at 2 p. m. Y. P. S. O. E. prayer meet
ing, Sunday, at 6.45 p. m. Congregational
prayer meeting, Wednesday, at 7.S0 p. m.
All are cordially invited to attend the services. ;
Trinity Church : Wednesday evening, prayer
meeting, 7.30 o’clock. Sunday : Sunday School,
9 o’clock/ and preaching by Rev. Dr. J. H.
Sechler,at 10a. m.; the Junior C. E. prayer
service at 2 p m., Master Howard Keyser
leader ; the. Y P. S. C. E. prayer service, Mrs.
F. G. Hobson leader, at 7 o’clock.
The pastor will conduct a preaching service
in the Skippackville Church at 10 a m., and in
Ironbridge Chapel, Rahn’s Station, at 7.30 p. m.

H om e and Abroad.
—The weather,
—Sunday,
—Did not add
—A special charm to Eastertide,
—But the religious festivities and
social amenities of the day were
nevertheless enjoyed.
—Special music by the Sunday
School was the leading feature of
the services at Trinity church.
—March bequeathed a big lot of
wind to blow id April.
•—Three boys escaped from the
Fatland Protectory, "Sunday, and
were captured in Bridgeport Sun
day night.
—Abner Barndt, of- Gratersford,
has been employed as hack driver
and general purpose man at L. H.
Ingram’s livery, this borough.
—-Ctioice State of Maine seed
potatoes, and fresh lime, at Fenton’s
store.
—Rev. James L. Burns, cele
brated the tenth anniversary of his
pastorate of the First Baptist
church, of Pottstown, Sunday.
—Charles, the only son of Harry
Smelser, of Altoona, is dead from
poison contained in Easter egg dye.
—For breaking a dog’s leg with a
stone. George C. Rath, of Pottstown,
was fined $10.
—Mrs. Mary Ann S, Brownback,
living with her son-in-law, Saebold,
Pottstown, celebrated her 90th
birthday Friday.
—The Montgomery Bank and
Montgomery Trust Company build
ing, in Norristown, is to be modern
ized at a cost of $10,000 to $12,000.
—Andrew Beyer, a boy of Norritonville, was terribly, bitten b'y a
dog one day last week, and his con
dition is serious.
—Out of a total enrollment of 2700
public school children in Pottstown
562 did not miss a session last
month.
—The Musical and Elocutionary
'departments of TJrsinus College,
will give a Recital and Dramatic
entertainment in Bomberger Me
morial Hall on Tuesday evening
AjJril 23, 1901. A good program
has been prepared. Admission 25
■cents.
M eetin g o f M in g o Express H o rse
Com pany.

A regular quarterly meeting of
the Mingo Express Horse Company
was held at Spang’s Lamb Hotel,
Trappe, last Saturday afternoon.
The officers were all present and the
usual routine business was trans
acted.
Invin cib les Banquet.

The twenty-first anniversary of
the Republican Invincibles was
celebrated Monday evening with a
banquet in Breidenbach’s parlors,
Norristown. It was a very success
ful affair being attended by about 125
persons. Adjutant General Thomas
J. Stewart, of Norristown, occupied
the position of toastmaster.
Jo u rn alistic.

The Harvey Brothers, for seven
years publishers of the Lansdale
Republican, have dissolved partner
ship. J. Wilmot Harvey has as
sumed the proprietorship of the Re
publican, and Elwood Harvey has
purchased and will conduct the
Quakertown Times. May success
attend them.
M ee tin g of H o sp ital Trustees.

Pastor Installed.

Rev. George H. Johnson, the new
Several friends ofUrsiniis College
have contributed fuuds to make pastor filled the pulpit of the Jeffer
much needed improvements on the sonville church Sunday morning,
and was formerly installed as pastor
President’s house.
on Tuesday evening.
*
C o n trac t R enew ed.
The Ladies’ Guild of St. James’
church, Evansburg, are preparing
M. B. Godshalk, mail carrier be
to hold a package festival in the tween Skippack and this borough,
parish school house on Saturday has been notified of being awarded
evening, April 27.
the contract to carry the mails for
four years from next July. The
contract price is $240.
Shooting M atc h .
There will be a shooting match
A Tedious B u ll Drive.
for cash prizes—live pigeons as tar
gets—at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel
Last Saturday Isaac Longaker, of
on Thursday, April 18, 1901. Rhode Eagleville, assisted by two farm
Island rules will be observed.
hands, drove a bull from bis farm to
the farm of Emanuel Espenship,
near Centre Point, a distance of
C u ttin g Dow n Trees.
about nine miles. The drive proved
A number of men are at work cut to
a perplexing and long drawn
ting down the trees in the woods at outbeaffair
and 13 hours elapsed ere
Oakview Park. All of the standing the bull was
timber in which was originally ship ’s place. located at Mr. Espen
known as Knox’s woods, has been
sold to James Kalbach & Sons.
N o w in Nova S cotia.

Annual M ee tin g .

As announced elsewhere in this
issue, the annual meeting of the
members of the Perkiomen Valley
Mutual Fire Insurance Company
will be held at Perkiomen Bridge
Hotel on Monday, May 6.
T eac h ers and Pupils A fflicted
W ith M u m p s.

F. E. Johnson, well known to our
readers in this community, who re
sided in Denver, Colorado, for more
than a year past, is now with the
Copper Crown Mining Company at
Pictou, Nova Scotia. While in
Denver he formed a matrimonial
alliance with one of the fair daugh
ters of that western city. May
health and prosperity attend Mr.
and Mrs. Johnson in their new
home.

The Garwood public school of
Upper Providence .was closed last
week on account of the prevalence Stood Third in th e List o f R ecruitin g
of the mumps, the teacher and a
O ffices.
number of the pupils being afflicted
Roscoe
C.
Fetterolf,
son of Cap
with the disease.
tain H. H. Fetterolf of this borough,
and who is one of the Recruiting
P u lp it Supply.
Officers at the Omaha (Neb.) station,
The Rev. J. H. Sechler, D. D., of has written an interesting letter to
the Ursinus School of Theology, the folks at home. Considerable
Philadelphia, will preach in Trinity snow has recently fallen in that sec
church, this borough, this coming tion and Roscoe says the wind that
Sunday morning. The public gen at times sweeps the streets of that
erally has a cordial invitation to city is something terrific. He is
attend any and all the services held getting on nicely and reports that
in Trinity church from time to time. the Omaha office stood third last
month; New York first, and Phila
delphia, second.
Phonographic E n terta in m e n t.
A phonographic entertainment
will be given in Masonic hall,
A H o m e W ed din g.
Trappe, by D. Reifsnyderof RoyersOn Tuesday afternoon, April 9, at
ford, next Saturday evening at 7.30.
home . of the bride on Fifth
Over a hundred records of popular the
this borough, Mr. Edward
songs and instrumental music will avenue,
W.
Hooker
Miss Frances Gayner
be clearly reproduced. Admission Moser wereand
united
in wedlock by
15 and 10 cents.
Rev. J. H. Hendricks D. D., in the
presence of about forty-five invited
guests. Miss-Bertha Moser, sister
N e w H o tel Proprietor.
Cyrus Baker; of Norristown, has of the bride, was maid of honor and
leased and taken possession of the Joseph S. Kratz, Esq., of Norris
Collegeville Hotel. As will be town, was best man. Miss Sophia
noticed in a card elsewhere, the Casselberry played Wagner’s wed
new proprietor intends to afford the ding march. Then followed hearty
traveling public good accommoda congratulations and the marriage
tions and give special attention to supper. Mr. and Mrs. Hooker de
parted, amid a shower of rice, in
transient and permanent boarders.
time to take the six o’clock train for
Philadelphia. Upon their return
P h ilad elp hia M arke ts.
from a brief tour they will reside at
Winter bran, $19.25@$19,75; tim Germantown,
othy hay, $16.50@$17.00: flour,
$2.25 to $3.40; wheat, 76@76}c.;
D eath of R . B roo k* Evanscorn, 49}c. ; oats, 33ic.; beef cattle,
R.
Brooke Evans died of heart
4J to 5Jc.; sheep and lambs, 3$ to
6£c.; hogs, 8Jc.; fat cows, 2| to3|c.; disease at his home in Limerick
veal calves, 5 to 7£c.; dressed steers, township, on Wednesday of last
week, aged 65 ’ years. ’Squire
7i @ 8Jc.; dressed cows, 51 @ 5)c. Evans
had been in failing health for
several months. For more than
A ccident.
thirty years he filled the office of
Monday afternoon Henry Yost Sr., Justice of the Peace in a most ac
of this borough, and S. R. Shupe, ceptable manner and enjoyed the
of Evansburg, were thrown out of a confidence and high esteem of a host
carriage at Eagleville, and both sus of friends. Endowed with abilities
tained painful injuries, particularly: much above the average his judg
Mr. Yost, who is .suffering-, from -a; ment in relation to various matters
severe gash in bis head. The acci was frequently sought and acted
dent was caused by the horse turn-’ upon. His wife and the following
children survive: John, Edwin,
ing a corner to sharply.
Thomas, Flora, and Irene. Brother
and sisters: Montgomery Evans,
R e cto r R esigned.
Esq., of Norristown: Mrs.-G. E.
Rev. B. J. Douglass, rector of the Brownback, of Linfield ; Mrs. Lizzie
Memorial Episcopal church, Oaks, Saylor, of St. Louis, Mo. The fun
has resigned by reason; of failing eral was held on Saturday at 10 a.
health, the resignation having taken m.; all services at the Lutheran
effect Easter Sunday. A parishioner church and cemetery, Limerick
writes: “We are distressed at losing Centre. .
him and have not the slightest idea
who may be his successor. He has,
PERSO NAL.
by his kind, gentle spirit, endeared
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Halteman
himself to all in this community
whether belonging to his church or and daughter Bertha, of Philadel
phia, were in town Saturday.
otherwise. ”
Miss Lizzie Hendricks of Phila
delphia visited Miss Amanda Grubb
Lantern S lid e E xh ibition .
The members of the Ursinus on Sunday.
Miss Flora Riegner of Reading
College Camera Glub have arranged
to have an exhibition of their work spent Saturday and Sunday visiting
in Bomberger Memorial Hall, on friends in this vicinity.
Thursday evening. April 11, at 8
Mrs. Elizabeth Halteman has re
o’clock. Eighty different pictures turned to her home iu Collegeville
will be shown on canvas including a from a visit to her son, Hiram
few trick pictures. The work which Halteman, of Philadelphia,
will be exhibited has all been done
Mi. and Mrs, W, P, Fenton, and
by members of the club. The
pictures will contain many views of son William, spent Easter at Atlantic
local and historic interest. Ad City.
mission 25 cents, all seats reserved.
Mr, and Mrs. Gilliam Clamer, of
Philadelphia, were in town Monday.
M o re G ifts fo r th e M . E. C hurch,
Evansburg.

Last week an announcement was
made of the liberal propositions of
friends to repaint the church and
furnish new carpet. Since then
another generously minded per
son, a near friend of the pastor Rev.
J. P. Rowland, of N. Y. city has
tendered $100 toward a new roof for
the edifice, and another donor offers
to furnish large, new lamps, for the
better lighting of the church. The
improvements to the building will
be started this week, the old carpet
having been removed from the floor
on Monday.
D eath s a t th e Alm shouse.

Charles Ochs, formerly of Cedars,
died of paresis Wednesday night of
last week, aged 75 years. Deceased
was a veteran of the civil war.
. Katie Loughery, aged 61, died
Thursday of cerebral paralysis.
Deceased was an inmate of the in
stitution for many years.
John Wynkoop, of Horsham, was
admitted to the institution Monday
afternoon. He died of lockjaw,
caused by gagrene of the feet, Mon
day night, aged 45.

Golden W ed d in g A nniversary.

It was a half century, Saturday,
since J. M. Dettra, then of Shannon
viile, and Mary Taney, of Jefferson
ville, journeyed from the latter
place to Pottstown, where they
were united in wedlock by Rev. J.
S. Strassburger. It was fifty years
since they as man and wife united
as one to assume the further re
sponsibilities of living, and during
all the intervening years they have
truly shared each other’s joys and
sorrows. Appropriate indeed, there
fore, that their children and rela
tives and old-time friends should
meet (however unexpectedly to Mr.
and Mrs. Dettra) to celebrate a
fiftieth wedding anniversary day 1
The unlooked for visitors assumed
temporary possession of the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Dettra, this borough,
Saturday afternoon, and for several
hours they vied with each other in
their efforts to emphasize an au
spicious event. Quite a number of
gifts in gold and silverware were
presented, and all partook of many
good things to eat. Those present
were Miss Kate Dettra, Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Dettra, Mr. and Mrs,
Wm. Daub, Rev. J. H. Hendricks,
D. D., Miss May Casselberry, Mr,
and Mrs. J. L. Bechtel and son and
daughter, and Mrs. Lottie T. Miller
and daughter of this borough ; Mrs.
Kate Remington and daughter, Mr.
and Mrs. Wm. Rogers, and Mr. and
Mrs. Samuel Rogers, of Limerick;
Mrs. C. S. Boileau, Miss Lizzie Jarret and Joseph Umstead, of Oaks.
A letter, accompanied by $10 in gold,
was read from Chas. E. Eckhart of
El Paso, Texas, formerly of this
county and a very close friend of
Mr. and Mrs. Dettra, heartily con
gratulating them and regretting his
inability to be present. Of eight
children born to Mr. and Mrs.
Dettra, only three survive: Mrs.
Wm. Daub, J. Harry Dettra, and
Kate Dettra, all of this borough.

At the meeting of the Trustees of
the Norristown Hospital for the In
sane Friday morning the Board de
cided that all cattle must be received
subject to the tuberculosis test.
The cash on hand is $23,800; ex
W o m a n K ille d by a T rain .
penses were $31,972 during the
The Reading Railway flyer killed
month of March. The deaths during
March were: Six males, six females. Mary Connerton, a widow, Monday
The population of the institution is evening, below Bridgeport. The
woman got off a trolley car and the
1017 men, 1087 women.
crew saw her walk in the direction
of the railroad. She was warned
8 taie of Ohio , City of Toledo, t
of the approach of the express, but
L ucas County,
S88'
she took no heed. Even the shrill
F kank J. Cheney makes oath that he is
the senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney whistle of the locomotive had no
■v Co. doing business in the city of Toledo, effect, and she was hurled high in
County and 8tate aforesaid, and that said the air by the train, which was run
firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED ning at a mile a minute rate. She
DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh was thrown fully fifty feet. The
that cannot he cured by the use of H all ’s
train was stopped and the dead
Catarrh Cure .
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed I my body was taken to the Bridgeport
pr sence, this 6th day of December, A. D., station where Coroner Ashton took
1886.
charge of it. The woman was cross
,
A. W. GLEASON,
ing the tracks to her home when
SEAL. >
A Horrible Outbreak.
v*-*-*^ ’
Notary Pub’ic. struck. Her husband met a violent
Hall’s Catarrh- Cure is taken internally death six months ago by being
“
Of
large
sores
on my little daughter’s head
and acts directly upon the blood and mu by thugs, who entered his house.
developed Into a case of scald head,” writes
cous surfaces of the system. Send for testi
d

monials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by druggists, price 75c.
Hall's Family Pills are the best.

Salt rheum, or eczema, with Its itching
and burning, is cured by Hood’s Sarsapa
rilla. So are all other blood diseases.

C. D. Isbill of Morgantown, Tenn., but
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve completely cured
her. It’s a guaranteed cure for Eczema,
Tetter, Salt Rheum, Pimples, Sores, Ulcers,
and Piles. Only 35c. at Culbert’s drug store.

DEATHS.

Joseph Brunner, a well known
blacksmith and for many years a
resident of Upper Providence, died
Thursday at the home of his son
Daniel Brunner, near Shannonviile,
Lower Providence, aged 79 years.
One son, Daniel, and two daughters
residing in Philadelphia, survive.
The funeral was held Monday at 10
a. m. Interment at Menndnite
cemetery near Yerkes. Deceased
was the oldest brother of H. U.
Brunner Esq., of Norristown. An
other brother, Prof. S. U. Brunner
died a short time ago at his home in
North Wales.

W ritten for the Independent.

D elig h tfu l S p ring Tour.

As perfect as my appetite.

Fairview Village and
Vicinity.

I ask not how it came, but now
It doth reside, I ’m satisfied,
Within my so u l; and doth control
My reason, and I ’m gratified.

Augustus E. Kurtz, sixty five
years of age, died on Friday at East
Greenville. He leaves a widow.
The eldest of his five children is Then pardon me, seeming to see
Rev. I-, B. Kurtz, of Pottstown.
Watching o’er me, e’er before me,

Andrew Hiser of Eagleville, and
Miss Carrie Lewis of Fairview
Village, were married on Saturday
evening last by Rev. C. R. BroadIn my thesis, a Nemesis,
head at the parsonage. After the
Crying: “Pause, and I ’ll restore thee.”
ceremony the couple repaired to the
Who has not heard, this inward word,
bride’s home where supper was
Saying : “Pause here, it is not clear;
served. Later in the evening Mr.
Pause and ponder; over yonder
and Mrs. Heyser were promptly
Sin is lurking or sorrow neat ?”
and efficiently serenaded.
What man made choice, of N ature’s voice,
The merchandise from the village
Bom within him, to begin him,
store will be sold at sheriff’s sale on
“ Suck, eat and drink,” and live to think
April 16 and 17.
Who planted this mandate in him ?
John F. Auer, formerly employed
The same sure word, our childhood heard
with M. H. Custer will start for
And moved our lips to baby sips,
California in the near future.

Mamie, daughter of George and
Alberta Smith, died of" pneumonia
Sunday morning at the home of her
parents near Oaks, aged 12 years.
The funeral will be held today
(Thursday) at 10 a. m.; interment at
the Lower Providence'Presbyterian
cemetery, undertaker J. L. Bechtel
in charge of the remains. At this
writing the father and a sister of
the deceased are down with pneu
monia, though strong hopes are
Comes with this Light by day and night
entertained for their recovery.
From N ature’s own Apocalypse.

M E E T IN G O F T O W N C O U N C IL .

A regular meeting of Town Coun
cil was held in Firemen’s hall Fri
day evening.
Routine business.
The ordinance ’ taxing telephone
and telegraph poles was received
unapproved from the Burgess. The
ordinance was passed over the veto
by a vote of five to one.
The resignation of Councilman J.
T. Keyser was received and ac
cepted. Subsequently the vacancy
was filled. There were two candi
dates, Wm. Prizer and Jacob Bolton.
Wm. Prizer was elected, receiving
'five votes.
Communications were received
from Wilson Underkoffler and John
Bartman, tendering their resig
nations as members of the Board
of Health. The resignations were
accepted.
A communication was received
from the proprietor of Perkiomen
Bridge hotel, directing the attention
of Council to the damages caused by
water discharged on his premises
from the Main street sewer. A
similar communication was received
from F. G. Hobson Esq. in relation
to damages from water from Main
street to the property of Dr. ♦Hen
dricks. The Street Committee was
instructed to take prompt action in
relation to both instances of com
plaint.
A communication from N. H. Larzelere Esq., setting forth the pur
pose of the Schuylkill Valley Tract
ion Company to extend the trolley
road and asking for information as
to the intentions of Council in re
lation to macadamizing the upper
end of Main street, was received.
The communication was tabled. It
was decided not to curb and ma
cadamize that portion of Main street
at the present time for the reason
that there are not sufficient funds
available for that purpose.
The.Street Committee was autho
rized to enquire into the cost of
making necessary improvements to
Third avenue east, and to repair the
highway bridge near Wm. Prizer’s
farm, and to make a report at the
next meeting of Council.
The Finauce Committee submitted
a report and recommended that the
borough tax rate be continued at
four mills. The report was received
and the recommendation adopted.
The borough Solicitor, Geo. W.
Zimmerman, Esq., was authorized
to file exceptions to the decision of
the Court in the matter of taxing
the residence of the President of
Ursinus College, and if necessary,
to finally appeal the case to the
Superior Court with as little ex
pense as possible.

Evansburg; and Vicinity.
Miss H. Minnie Casselberrv spent
Saturday and Sunday with her
parents Mr. and Mrs. D. M. Cassel
berry.
The “ Boys Club” entertainment
which was to have been held on
April 6 has been postponed till
April 13.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
Casselberry a son.
John Wonsetler and family spent
Thursday with his brother Harry
Wonsetler.
Joseph Magee was the guest of
Mr. and Mrs, D, M, Casselberry on
Saturday.
A son was born to Mr. and Mrs.
W. Zollers last week.
Arthur Bowen and Mrs. Bowen
and children spent Good Friday
with Miss Nora Casselberry.
The U. S. Pipe Line is being
tested with water. A leak was
discovered in D. M. Casselberry’s
field near the Ridge pike.
The visitors on Sunday were:
Miss Florence Casselberry, Miss
Grace Barrow, Misses Lizzie and
Della Hendricks, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry MacGowan, Mrs. William
Frick, Mr. Chas. T. Miller.
Mr. Edison and Mr. Babcock of
New York were the guests of Mrs.
Bowen on Saturday.
Charles Bridge and Mr. and Mrs.
Oakman spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. John Wonsetler.
A package party will be held by
the Mite Society of St. James
Church in the near future.
The mumps have struck the town,,
several cases being reported.
The property of F. W. Vandersloot has been sold toa Philadelphia
party, who will take possession in
the near future.
The M. E. Church of this place
will be recarpeted and repainted.
A new roof will also be put on and
new lamps will also be put up.
Kind friends of the Church have
furnished the necessary funds.
Theodore Teal met with a serious
accident Monday afternoon. He
was driving Samuel Sperry’s team
to Abram Zollers’ and while turning
the corner at the old school house
the horse shied and runaway throw
ing Mr. Teal from the wagon. He
was badly bruised in many places
and his right arm was broken. Dr.
M. Y. Weber was called to attend
his injuries. A basket containing
twelve dozen eggs was vq>set and
the road is sprinkled with eggs
from the Germantown pike to Mr.
Kauffman’s farm. Out of the 12
dozen but 15 sound eggs were re
covered. The horse was caught at
Mr. Kauffman’s.

A C o rrect O bservation.

On Thursday,/April 18, 1901, the
Philadelphia and Reading Railway
EASTER, 1901.
will sell special excursions tickets
Not my nescience, but my prescience
from all points on the main line and
Tells I must d ie; and th a t too, iny
the Perkiomen railroad to Washing
Soul shall suffer for transgressions
ton, D. C., via. Philadelphia and
And sins, committed ere I die.
the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad.
Tickets will be good returning on
The rule of creeds, which no one heeds,
regular trains until Sunday, April
I never learned, and never spurned;
28, inclusive. Tickets going will
Therefore I parle nor ever quarrel
With one whose sins by creeds are turned. be good from all stations on the
Perkiomen road on April 18, on the
B ut on the whole, and to my soul,
trains reaching Collegeville station
By day and night there comes a light,
at 8.12 a. m. and 5.59 p. m. Fare,
As clear and plain, and doth remain
round-trip from Collegevile, $4.65.
T h e L ig h t and th e Appetite.

G.

Item s From Trappe.

A M o rtg ag e fo r M illio n s.

One of the largest mortgages ever
filed at the Recorder of Deeds office,
Norristown, was recorded last week.
It is for $2,000,000, and was given
by the United Telephone and Tele
graph Company to the Equitable
Trust Company of Philadelphia.
The paper requires revenue stamps
amounting to $999.50. The docu
ment is very voluminous, and states
that the company is operating or
contemplates operating telephones
in thirty-seven counties in Eastern
Pennsylvania, including Montgom
ery county. It is the recent pur
chaser of the Keystone. The mort
gage will be filed and recorded in
each of the thirty-seven counties.

Town Council held a special meet
ing on Tuesday night. On Satur
day night the street and road com
mittee held a special session.
The first stroke of the pick to
wards the improvement of Main
streetwas madeon Tuesday morning.
J. M. Zimmerman has a force of
men engaged in the work of plant
ing curbstone.
Rev. W. O. Fegely administered
communion to a large congregation
on Sunday at the Lutheran church.
Two persons were admitted to
church membership, making a total
of twenty admitted by confirmation
The Best Blood Purifier.
and by letter. The Easter service
The blood Is constantly being purified by
rendered by the Sunday school in
the evening was well attended and the lungs, liver and kidneys. Keep these
appreciated by all present. The organs in a healthy condition and the bowels
exercises, consisting of songs by regular and you will have no need of a blood
the school, solos, recitations and purifier. For this purpose there is nothing
exercises, were highly pleasing. equal to Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver
The exercises rendered by the in Tablets, one dose of them will do you more
fant department added much interest good than a dollar bottle of the best blood
to the occasion.
purifier. Price 25 cents. Samples free at
At a meeting of the vestry of the W P. Fenton’s Store.
Lutheran church on Monday, all the
s t a t e n o t ic e .
old members were elected except
E state of Abraham K. Harley, late
ing S. T. S. Wagner. H. H. Stear- of Lower
Providence township, Montgom
ley was elected as elder in place of ery county,
deceased. Letters testamen
Mr. Wagner, resigned. Messrs. tary on the above estate having been
Kratz, Hoyer, Brownback, and granted the undersigned, all persons in
debted to said estate are requested to
Bean were elected as wardens.
make immediate payment, and those hav
the same with
In connection with preparatory ing legal claims, to present
J. K. HARXJEY,
services at the Reformed church on out delay to
Trappe, Pa.
Saturday, Rev. S. L. Messinger Or his attorney, H. L, Shomo, Norris
town,
Pa,
4-11.
confirmed a class of fourteen and re
ceived one person by letter. On
s t a t e n o t ic e .
Sunday morniDg communion was
E state of Drucilla Priest, late of
administered to a large congrega
Providence, Montgomery county,
tion. In the evening the Sunday Upper
deceased. Letters of adm inistration on
school rendered their very interest the above estate having been granted the
ing Easter exercises, consisting of undersigned, all persons indebted to said
are requested to make immediate
music by the Sunday school and in estate
and those having legal claims,
fant department. The address of payment,
to present the same w ithout delay to
the evening was made by Mrs.
HORACE PRIEST,
ALBERT PARRISH,
Treikler, wife of Prof.. (Treikler, of
Ursinus. The church was beauti Or their attorneys, E, L. Administrators.
Hallman and A.
fully decorated with Easter lilies
R. Place, Norristown, Pa.
and other flowers.
Geo. Rambo has resigned his
s t a t e n o t ic e .
E state of Ann Jane Patterson, late
position at the Perkiomen Brick
Lower Providenoe, Montgomery county,
Company’s plant, and has accepted of
Letters testam entary on the
a position with the Diamond Glass deceased.
above estate having been granted the un
Company at Royersford.
dersigned, all persons indebted to said
estate are requested to make immediate
Daniel Shuler, Sr., has received payment, and those having legal claims,
the contract for carrying the even to present the same w ithout delay to
GEO. W. ARMSTRONG, Executor,
ing mail between this place and
Providence Square, Fa.
Collegeville. So reported. The Or his attorneys, Larzelere,
Gibson & Fox,
Norristown, Pa.
2-21-61.
present contract expires on July 1.
A. F. Bertolet has a severe at
J^O TIC E.
tack of lumbago.
Miss Amie Espenship is suffering In the Orphans’ Court of Montgomery
am attack of grippe, bordering on County, Pennsylvania.
pneumonia.
Notice is hereby given th a t on March
29, A. D., 1901, was filed in the Orphans’
Aaron Shelley, of Collegeville, Court of Montgomery county, Pennsyl
moved to the ‘rGrosg property” on vania, the petition of Elizabeth L. Buckwaiter and Eugene D. Egbert, guardian of
Tuesday.
Jennie Mae Buckwalter, a minor child of
The Lutheran congregation con Daniel L. Buckwalter, deceased, asking
an order of the Court to sell a certain
tributed $18.35 in cash and a goodly for
messuage and tract of land situate in the
amount of supplies to Charity Hos village of Evansburg, Lower Providence
pital, Norristown. Mrs. F. J. township, Montgomery county, Pa., con
taining fifty-nine perches of land, more or
Clamer is chairman of the Hospital less.
BEING the property of the said
committee.
Daniel L. Buckwalter, deceased, to Samuel
E.
Brecht
a t private sale, for the sum of
The phonograph entertainment Twelve Hundred
Dollars ($1200) for the
booked for last Saturday night in purpose of converting it into money for
Masonic Hall, was postponed on ac- ’ distribution. And on the same day the
decree was made by said Court:
count of inclement weather. It will following
now, March 29, 1901, it is ordered
be given on Saturday evening, th “And
a t notice be given of the foregoing ap

E

E

E

Herbert Shupe has finished his
trade as blacksmith with Samuel
Foley of Gratersford, and is home
for a short time.
“ Doc,” the famous old horse be
longing to Mrs. Stearley, has the
lock-jaw.
Wm. Myers, Carl Shuler, Charles
and Robert Kepler of Philadelphia,
spent their Easter vacation at home.
Y E PARK.

“The Dairy Farm ” repeats its former
triumph by giving the public w hat it
w ants in the way of a pure, wholesome,
realistic, natural play th a t amuses, inter
ests and impresses its audiences. The
management of the P ark Theatre have
provided themselves with a permanent
vehicle of attraction in the shape of James
H. Wallick’s elaborate scenic production
of Eleanor Merron’s quaint rural comedy,
“The Dairy Farm ,” which inaugurated its
engagement a t the popular Park Theatre
on Easter (Monday) evening.
As has been said, the “ Dairy Farm ” is
of the “Way Down E ast—Homestead”
order, hut being a far better play than
either, it has all the heart interest and ad
mirable sentiment of the “Homestead”
and all the intensity and thrill of “Way
Down E ast” with the exception of the ob
jectionable portion—the scandal, which
has been wisely omitted. T hat the “Dairy
Farm ” has repeated its former self can be
vouchsafed by the tenor of the entire Phila
delphia press, as well as by the attendants
a t the P ark and the advance sale of seats
which after all is the true and legitimate
success. The “ Dairy Farm ” will continue
to hold the stage of the P ark with un
bounded success and has become as popu
lar with Philadelphia theatre-goers as
w ith those of other cities in which it has
secured phenomenal runs. The, scenes pf
this quaint comedy drama are laid in up
per New York during the administration
of Franklin Pierce, and therefore it allows
the excellent costuming which provokes
amusement from the up-to-date dressers
of to-day.
The engagement of the “ Dairy Farm ”
continues next week. The prioes remain
the same. Bargain matinees 15c., 35c.,
and 35c.; evening prices, 15c., 86c., 85e.,
50c., 75c., and a few seats a t $1.

Millions Fiven Away.
It is certainly gratifying to the public to
know of one concern which is not afraid to
be generous. The proprietors of Dr. King’s
New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs,
and Colds, havfe given away over tea million
trial bottles and have the satisfaction of
knowing it has cured thousands of hopeless
cases. Asthma, Bronchitis, La Grippe, and
all Throat, Chest and Lung diseases are
surely cured by it. Call on Joseph W. Culbert, druggist, and get a free t tal bottle.
Regular size 50c. and $1.00. Every bottle
guaranteed.

F

o r male .

A Stormer Bicycle for sale cheap.
Apply to
W. W. HARLEY,
4-11.
Near P. O., Trappe, Pa.

The daily papers “are right, if
you want them, -? says Press and
Printer, “but it is the weekly paper
that advertises your business,
your schools, your churches, your
numerous societies, sympathizes
with you in your afflictions and re
joices in your prosperity. In short,
it is . your weekly paper that
mentions the thousand and one items
in which you are interested during
the year, and which you do not
find in the daily papers. ”

pU B L IU SALE OF
If troubled by a weak digestion, loss of
appetite, or constipation, try a few doses of
Chamberlain’s Stomach and Liver Tablets.
Every box warranted. For sale by W. P.
Fenton.

ORDINANCE Providing for
A NPHONE,
THE INSPECTION OF ALL TELE
TELEGRAPH
ELECTRIC
or

LIGHT POLES IN THE BOROUGH
OF COLLEGEVILLE, IMPOSING A
LICENSE ON SUCH POLES AND
PROVIDING FOR THE COLLECTION
OF SUCH LICENSE.

ALSO PIG S AND SHOATS !

1E21

IS

Will be sold a t public sale on MONDAY,
APRIL 33, 1901, a t Beckman’s Hotel,
Trappe, 15 dairy cows, all fresh with
calves by their sides, and a tew close
springers, direct from Armstrong and
Clarion counties. Gentlemen, these are
number one cows, the kind th a t will be
sure to please purchasers. Every cow will
he sold for the high dollar. Also 76 pigs
and shoats for overkeepers. Sale a t two
o’clock. Conditions by
GEO. W. SEANOR.
F. H. Peterman, auct.
A. P. Fritz, clerk.

P

HORSES AND COWS !

P

W est Virginia H orses!

C fc

8S 2

S

H A RN ESS!

Household Goods !

sold the following bank stock, etc., be
longing to the estate of the late Susan
Bergey, deceased: 15 shares of the Na
OF THE SUPERVISORS OF THE tional Bank of SchwenksviUe stock, 5
TOWNSHIP OF UPPER PROVI shares of the Montgomery National Bank
DENCE.
of Norristown stock; two-seated phaeton
UPPER DISTRICT.
with shafts, sleigh. Conditions by
JOHN T. KEYSER, Executor.
Account of WILLIAM SHOW ALTER, Ad

A

nnual sta tem en t

ministrator of the Estate of Frank Showalter,
Supervisor, Deceased.
r e c e ip t s .

June 8, 1900.
To cash on hand.................................. $ 617 93
Cash received from sale of iron pipes.
8 90
T a x ......................................................
49
Total............................................... $ 527 32
E X P E N D IT U R E S .

By smith and hardware............ $ 2 62
** attorney fees........................ 5 00
“ labor book..................
125
“ Bond and oath of office........ 1 25
“ auditors’ salary.................... 6 00
“ 19% days as supervisor......... 39 00
“ balance on h an d .................. 472 20—$ 627 32
Accounts of WM. H. KRATZ and OLIVER
GRIMLEY, Administrators of the Estate of
Isaac Kratz, Supervisor, Deceased.

Account of HARRY HARLEY, Supervisor.

The annual meeting of the Perki
A
omen Valley Mutual Fire Insurance Com

FRESH COWS!

Be it enacted and ordained by the Bnrgess
and Town Council of the Borough of College
ville in Town Council assembled, and 19is here
by enacted and ordained by the authority of the
same:
I S e c t io n 1. That hereafter all poles erected in
U R L IC I H A K E O F
the Borough of Collegeville by any Telegraph,
i Telephone or Electric Light Company, incor
porated, for the purpose of the transaction of
any business, or in which electricity over or
through wires may be applied for any useful
purpose, shall be first approved by the Street
and Road Committee, and shall be erected at
such places as the Street and Road Committee
shall designate.
S ko. 2. That all wooden telegraph, telephone
or electric light poles occupying dr being upon
Will be sold a t public sale, on FRIDAY,
the public streets and alleys of the Borough of
Collegeville, shall be inspected at least once APRIL 13, 1901, a t Spang’s Lamb Hotel,
every three months by the inspector, whose ap Trappe, one car-load of Cumberland Val
pointment is hereinafter provided for, whose ley Horses! One car-land of Cows and
duty it shall be to immediately report any un Pigs,
also from the Cumberland Valley.
safe or dangerous poles to the Superintendent,
Manager, Clerk or other employee of the Cor The horses consist mostly of good work
poration owning, usiug, or in control of such ers; also some mated teams, roadsters,
poles, with notice to forthwith replace the same and several with some speed. This is a
with that which is safe aud sound. In the load of good, young, sound and well broke
event of neglect or refusal of such Corporation horses, ready to go to work. They can be
so notified to satisfactorily remedy the cause of handled two days prior to sale. The cows
complaint, the inspector shall report the same
in writing to the next regular meeting of Town are good sizes, big baggers and milkers.
/Council, who shall have power to r move from Also 100 bogs and shoats. Sale, rain or
'and off the public streets and alleys such defec shine, a t 1 o’clock. Conditions by
tive and dangerous poles, if, after forty-eight
JAMES WYNKOOP.
hours notice from Town Council to the proper
H. H. Robison, clerk.
Corporation through any of its above named W. Pierson, auct.
officers or employees, said Corporation shall
still neslect or refuse to remedy the complaint,
UBLIC SALE OF ONE CAR
the cost of such removal shall be charged to and
be recovered from the Corporation owning, .
LOAD OF
maintaining, using or controlling the said poles,
by suit before any Justice of the Peace of said
Borough.
S ec . 3. That every telegraph, telephone or
electric light company which now maintains or
—
—i f 1
uses, or shall hereafter erect, maintaiu or use
wooden poles upon the public streets and alleys
of the Borough of Collegeville, and its officers,
manager and superintendent are hereby re
quirea:
Will he sold a t public sale, on MON
“A.” Before May 1st, 1901, to plainly stencil DAY, APRIL 15, ltul, a t Carver’s hotel,
or mark every pole with the name or the initials Gratersford, one car-load of West Vir
of the Corporation owning, maintaining or using
that pole, and hereafter erecting other poles to ginia horses specially selected for this
likewise immediately stencil or mark them, and market. I have them from 3 to 6 years
keep said name and initials legible from the old, good colors and sizes and well broke
street.
and ready for business. I have trotters,
“B.” To submit to the hereinbefore provided ] pacers, roadsters, draft and general pur
regular official inspection of every pole.
“C.” To remove unlicensed, defective or dan pose horses. They can be seen and han
gerous poles from the public highway immedi dled three days prior to day of sale. The
ately upon written notice to do so, duly served horses will he sold for the high dollar. I
will take no horses in exchange, but there
by the Inspector or the Town Council.
“D.” To pay or cause to be paid to the Bor will be present several men who will buy
ough of Collegeville the cost thereof, if the neg horses for cash. Don’t iniss this sale.
lect or refusal of said Corporation compels the Sale a t 1 o’clock p. m. Conditions bv
Borough to remove su ;h poles.
J. H. FISHER, Agt,
“E.” To annually pay or cause to be paid to
the Borough Treasurer on or before the first day
of July of each year, and within thirty days
after the erection of new poles, subsequent to
HORT NOTICE PUBLIC SALE
to May 1st, upon presentation of the inspector’s
OF
certificate of inspection, a license fee of fifty
cents for each wooden pole occupying or being
upon the public highways of the Borough.
S e c . 4. That the Town Council of the Bor
ough of Collegeville, shall at its regular meeting
In March of each year and annually thereafter
I will sell a t public sale, on SATUR
elect or appoint a suitable person for inspector DAY, APRIL 13, 1901, a t Perkiomen
of wooden poles who may or may not be a mem Bridge Hotel, Harness in variety : Light
ber of the Police Force or Borough Officer. In driving, express, and farm harness, light
case a vacancy should occur In said position by
death, resignation, removal or otherwise, then double harness; in fact the full assortment
and in such case the Town Council of said Bor of all kinds of harness I usually sell a t my
ough may, at any meeting of said Town Council public sales, including bliild and headhalelect a person to occupy said position. For his ters, straps, fly nets, whips, etc., etc. Sale
services as inspector he shall be paid such a t 1.30 o’clock. Conditions by
salary as Town Council may from time to time
H. B. LAPP.
designate..
L. H. Ingram, auct.
S e c . 5. That such inspector shall inspect
quarterly every year and as more frequently as
may be directed by Town Council, every wooden
telegraph, telephone or electric light pole on
UBLIC HALE OF
the public highways of said borough, keeping a P
record of his work and of all defective poles, as
well as of certificates of inspection delivered.
To every licensed pole he shall affix a numbered
metal license tag, which shall be provided by the
AND BANK STOCK.
Borough and remain borough property, and be
removed upon default in payment of license fees.
Will he sold a t public sale on TUES
S ec. 6. That the penalty for every violation
of any of the provisions and requirements of this DAY, APRIL 33, 1901, a t the residence of
Ordinance shall be a fine of Five Dollars ($5.00) the undersigned in the borough of Col
for each pole concerning which there is such legeville, the following Household Goods :
violation, to be recovered for the use of the bor
ough of Collegeville, before the Burgess or any Comer cupboard, 3 bedsteads, lounge,
Justice of ttie Peace of sj-id borough, as fines table, oil stove, small bedroom stove, 13
and penalties are now by law recoverable, and chairs, 3 eight day Clocks, lot of dishes,
the same penalty to be likewise recovered, is glassware, knives and forks, and many
provided for the unauthorized placing of a bor articles not mentioned. Sale a t 3 o’clock.
ough license tag upon any such pole, or remov Conditions by
SARAH T. KEYSER. ‘
ing therefrom such license tag after being duly
L. H. Ingram, auctioneer.
affixed.
J. M. Zimmerman, clerk.
Adopted this first day of April, 1901.
A. T. ALLEBACH, President.
Attest—.!. M. ZIMMERMAN,
Clerk of Council.
Also a t the same time and place will he

plication in the “Independent” for three
weeks, once a week, th a t the private sale
r e c e ip t s .
will be approved and confirmed on April
Oet. 16, 1900.
29th, 1901, a t 10 o’clock a. m., unless ex To cash on hand................................... $ 472 20
ceptions are filed by some one interested
e x p e n d it u r e s .
By repairs................................. $ ll 40
in the estate as creditor or otherwise,”
Notice is therefore, hereby given to all “ smith bill ............................. l 50
printing statements.............. 6 50
parties interested in said sale to appear ““ attorney
fees........................ 10 00
before said Court on April 29,1901, a t 10 “ labor book.............................
l 00
o’clock, and show cause, if any they have, “ bond and oath of office......... 1 25
why said sale should not be confirmed.
“ auditors’ salary.................... 6 00
“ 12 days as Supervisor........... 24 00
GEO. W. ZIMMERMAN,
“ balance on hand.................... 410 55—$ 472 20
4-ll-3t.
Attorney for Petitioners.
n n u a l m e e t in g .

Will be sold a t public sale, on THURS
DAY, A PRIL 11, 1901, a t Perkiomen
Bridge Hotel, one car-load of fresh cows,
and close springers. I have some extra
good ones in this load, and they will, ne
sold to the highest bidders. Also 1 stock
bull. Sale a t 2 o’clock, sharp. Condi
tions by
F. H. BERNHlSEL.
L. H. Ingram, auct. H. H. Robison, clerk.

r e c e ip t s .

JDUBLIC HALE OF

Personal Property!
Will be sold a t public sale on MONDAY
APRIL 15, 1901, a t the residence of the un
dersigned, in the borough of Trappe,. the
lo
n o w m g personal property: 1 bay horse,
following
1 bay mare, 1 gray mare, 1,
roan mare; 6 cows, all ___
profit; 1 bull, 3 heifers, one in
profit; small bull; hay wagon
with bed; body wagon, 3 market wagons,
3 falling-top buggies, 3-seated carriage,
road cart, 3 carts, drill, 3-horse cultiva
tor, new ; Osborne mowing machine, new ;
springtooth harrow, horse rake, 3 bind
ers, threshing machine, 3 fodder cutters, ,
windmill, lot of hen manure, grindstone,
4 sets light and heavy harness, 3 sets of
cart harness, large hay cover, 3 wheelbar
rows, 3 ladders, one 34-ft. long, good as
new ; 3 sleighs, large wood sled for two
horses, 9 barrels of first-class vinegar,
cow chains, large hay rope and other
ropes, lot of household goods including
stoves and bedsteads, and many articles
not enumerated. Sale a t 1 o’clock. Conditidhs by
CATHARINE J. SPRINGER.
W. Pierson, auctioneer.

March 4,1901.
To cash on hand......................................$ 410 55
“ gross sum of duplicate
$2034 78
Less exonorations..........................7 10— 2027 68
Per license .................................... ........ 28 60 J^XECUTOR’S SALE OF
Cash received lumber sold.....................
50

pany, for the election of thirteen mana
gers, will be held a t Perkiomen Bridge
Hotel on MONDAY, MAY 6, 1901, be
tween 1 and 3 o’clock p. m. The present
Total..........................................
$2467 23
Board of Managers will meet a t 10 o’clock
E X P E N D IT U R E S .
a. m.
A. D. FETTEROLF,
The undersigned will sell a t public sale,
labor..................................... $894 53
4-11.
.%
Secretary. By
“ snow shoveling..................... 8 83
a t the late residence of Abraham K. H ar
“ stones and gravel................. 242 39
ley,
deceased, in Lower Providence town
“ lumber................................... 162 70
ship, Montgomery county, known as the
“ smith and hardw are............ 39 99
j^EW AKD.
“Cross Keys,” on SATURDAY, APRIL
“ storing machine, &c.............. 2 75
30, 1901, the following personal property:
book..........................
20
A reward of five dollars will be paid by ““ receipt
horse, butcher wagon, top
interest
on
bonds
and
notes..
10
00
the Town Council of the borough of Trappe “ attorney fees........................ 10 00
s fn jL ,b u g g y , express wagon, spindle
for the arrest and conviction of any per “ rebate of road tax ................. 5 00
_H ^2^w agon, wheelbarrow, Wood mow
son tampering with or changing any of ** labor book............................. 4 00
ing machine, chains, 3 sets light
the stakes along Main street in said bor “ bond and oath of office and
harness,
express harness, nearly new, two
stamp..........................
1 75
ough. By order of
sets
fly
nets,
complete outfit of butchers’
“
one
day
at
audit....................
2
00
TOWN COUNCIL.
“ copy 01 assessment............... 3 00
tools consisting of knives, steels, cleavers,
“ tax books complete.............. 12 00
beam, butcher’s blocks, marble-top table,
“ 65 days as Supervisor........... 130 00
&o.; about 5 tons of prime timothy hay,
ro po sa ls.
“ 40 days settling tax and labor
wheat
straw by the hundred, a ton or
Proposals will be received by the un
accounts........................... 80 00
dersigned Finance Committee of the Town “ balance on hand.................. %868 09—$*2467 23 more of straight rye straw , 4 acres of rye
in the ground, hay hook and rope, other
Council of the Borough of Trappe, until
Outstanding tax charged on duplicate, $400.
ropes, feed boxes, forks, shovels, buckets,
SATURDAY, APRIL 20, 1901, a t 12
barrel of vinegar, tubs, cook stove, other
o’clock, M., for the taking of Four Per
LOWER DISTRICT.
stove, chairs, tables, settee, bureau, side
Cent. Bonds to the amount of Ten Thous
Account
of
A.
H.
HALLMAN,
Supervisor.
board, clock, knives and forks, benches,
and Dollars; interest payable semi-annu
R
E
C
E
IP
T
S
.
writing desk, chest, bedstead and bedding,
ally.
quilts, buffalo robe, sofa, stand, rocker,
March 4,1901.
HENRY MOSELEY, )
gross sum of duplicate....... $3865 70
bed and horse blankets, and numerous
JOHN KEPLER,
>Committee. To
Less exonerations.................. .
8 66—$3857 04 other articles. Sale to commence a t 1.30
JOHN SPANG,
)
Per license.......................................... .
28 50 p. m., when conditions will be made
Cash received crushed stones.............
58 00 known by
J. K. HARLEY,
“
old scraper..................
6 00
Executor.
QOLLEGEYILLE HOTEL,
L. H. Ingram, auctioneer.
Total...... .......................................$3948 54

Personal Property!

P

Cyrus Baker, Proprietor.
Excellent accommodations for the traveling
)ublic. Special attention will be given to
ranslent and permanent boarders
4^11-3m.

IRE! FIR E! FIR E!
F
NOTICE:—The members of the Mu
tual Fire Insurance Company of Montgom

ery County are hereby notified th a t a con
tribution was levied on February 4th,
1901, of two dollars on each one thousand
dollars of ordinary risks, and the rates
fixed on preferred and hazardous risks, for
which each member of said company is in
sured and th a t J. Evans Isett, treasurer
of said company, will attend a t his office,
east corner of Main and Cherry streets, in
the borough of Norristown, to receive
said assessments from date.
E xtracts of Charter, Section 6.—-“Any
member failing to pay his or her assess
ment or tax within 40 days after the above
publication shall forfeit and pay for such
neglect double such rates.”
The 40 days time for payment of such
tax will date from February 18,1901. Per
sons sending money by mail must accom
pany the same w ith postage in order to
receive a receipt therefor.
2-21.
J. EVANS ISETT, Treasurer.

EXPE N DITU KES.

By labor...............................$1793 56
“ Irou pipes ........................... 370 02
“ s to n e s ............................................ 384 20
“ lum ber............................... 3199
“ smith and hardware............ 29 10
“ crushing 1186 tons of stone.. 374 88
“ cement and lime............. 15 17
“ printing receipts.............
1 75
“ interest on bonds and notes. 156 00
“ attorney fees................... 10 00
“ rebate of road tax ........... 18 47
“ labor book.......................
5 00
“ bond and oath of office and
stamp...................
1 75
“ one day at audit...........,....
2 00
“ auditors’ salary..................
7 00
“ town clerk...........................
2 00 '
“ road machine...................... 32 00
“ road scoop........................... 15 60
“ house expenses...................
5 45
“ 198 days as Supervisor. ...... 396 00
“ 40days settling tax aud labor
accounts.......................... 80 00
“ deficit from bank loans last
y e a r...................................... 188 62
“ balance on hand................. 28 08—$3948 54
The above accounts were duly audited by tbe
undersigned auditors of this district and certi
fied to be correct.
Indebtnes8 of township, $3,200.
Outstanding tax charged on duplicate, $1200,
LEWIS E, GRIFFIN,
1
A. D. BECHTEL,
>Auditors,
SAMUEL R1TTENHGÜSE, >
Attest—I rwin C, Brunner, Town Clerk,

or s a l e i

F Four
sows, six

Registered large Yorkshire
months old. Orders <Y7 ^
booked for spring pigs, registered L a n
Yorkshire. Two registered Guernsey bull
calves. Also eggs for hatching from
thoroughbred Barred Rock hens. Apply
to
S. S. ZOLLERS,
Manager L ittle Meadows Farms.
Collegeville, Pa.

F o r male.

A lot of fine shoats, weighing from
60 to 100 lbs. Apply to
3-21
J. R. SHIRLEY, Areola, P a .
.
A brick house with all modern im
F
provements; stable, etc., on Third avenue,.
o r

m a le

Collegeville. Apply to
M. O. ROBERTS, Collegeville, Pa.

GOOII CHANCE.
A
Blacksmith shop, wheelwright and
paint shop—a good stand—rent free for

one year to the right party. Address
3-21.
P . O. BOX 12, Norristown, P a.

IF YOU WANT TO BE RELIEVED

C a se s o f Q u e e r R e v e n g e *

In England, where men have more
time for everything, including revenge,
O jjq B & s o
some queer methods of playing even
kTells the story. When your head ]
OF YOUR CORNS AND BUNIONS,
have'come into the courts.
[aches, and you feel bilious, constiAlbert Bewdley of Leeds had a dog
' pated, and out of tune, with your (
&stomach sour and no appetite,, just (
that howled at night. A naturalist next
\ buy a package of
door did not like it, but had no legal
recourse.
One day ants of the minute red vari
ety began to overrun Bewdley’s house.
IAnd take a dose, from 1 to 4 pills. '
You will be surprised at how easily ‘
Nothing that could be done headed
S O X .13 A -T
’ they will do their work, cure your I
them off. They grew worse and worse.
1headache and biliousness, rouse the)
He had made up his mind to break his
) livet and make you feel happy again. (
) 25 cents. Sold by all medicine dealers.
dealers.,0
lease and move when one night he
heard a noise in his dining room. Slip
ping down, he found the naturalist
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
emptying a bag of ants on the floor.
RAILROADS.
In court the naturalist paid damages,
but he did it smilingly.
Rowley, the late English violinist,
was hard to beat on his perseverance
against one who had incurred his 111
CONTRACTOR FOR
will.
Rowley had a quarrel with a horse
dealer named Brant. It was a trivial
Engines Bum Hard Coal—No Smoke matter, but Rowley took the next house
to Brant, set up a piano, bought a cor
net and proceeded to make insomnia
IN EFFECT NOVEMBER 85,1900.
for Brant.
T rains Leave Collegeville.
After one or two assault cases in
F ob P kekiom en J u nction , B ridobpokt court Brant moved. Rowley bought
In Steam, Hot
out the next door neighbor and follow
and P h ila d e lph ia —Week days—6.86, 8.18
11.80 a. m.; 5.59 p. m. Sundays—6.39 ed with piano and cornet. Brant went
Water, and
it. m.; 6.13 p. m.
to law, but found he could do nothing.
Hot Air.
F ob A llen to w n —Week days—7.14, 10.08
a, m.; 3.17, 6.36, p. m. Sundays—8.30 a. Failing, he took a detached house. Then
Rowley hired brass bands and organs
m.; 7.39 p. m.
Sanitary Plumbing and Gas Fitting in all its
and assailed him. This was actionable,
Trains For Collegeville.
and Rowley paid £1,000 for his revenge. Branches.
Mercer Boilers, Active Fortune Ranges, Cot
L eave Philadelphia—Week days—6.06, —Chicago Tribune.

SURE CORN CURE,

H ood's P ifis

Geo. F. Clamer,

Heating
Apparatus

tage Boilers.
8.58 a. m.; 1.36, 5 31, p. m. Sundays—7.06
a. m.; 6.31 p. m.
T h e G o lfe r ’s Pun.
L eave Br id g e po r t —Week days —6.43,
ESTIMATES FURNISHED ON APPLICATION.
At a recent auction sale one of the
9.86 a. m.; 3.19, 5.59, p. m. Sundays—7.45
paintings had for a subject a gayly at
а. m.; 6.59 p. m.
L eave P bkkiomew J unction —Week days tired golf girl making a long drive. The
—7 00, 9.51 a. in.; 3.55, 6.20, p. m. Sun bidding on this opened very brisk—$60,
days—8.13 a. m.; 7.23 p. m.
$65, $70 and finally $72.
L eave A llen to w n — Week days—4.25,
“Seventy-two, two, two, two!” cried
б.
55,9.45 a. m.; 4.35 p. m. Sunday—4.35
the auctioneer.
а. m.; 4.35 p. m.

M A IN S T ., C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .

“Fore!" shouted some one in the
ATLANTIC CITY DIVISION.
rear.
With the exception of the golfer in
IN EPPECT MARCH 30, 1901.
Leave Philadelphia, Chestnut Street wharf the front row, who Immediately “duck
ed,” the joke passed unnoticed.
and South Street wharf, for Atlantic City :
“Four,” repeated the auctioneer. “Do
Weekdays—Express 6.00,9.00a m .(Satur I hear five?” .
days only 1.00), 2 00, 4 00, 5 00, 7.15 p. in.
He did not hear “five,” and a cold
Accommodation 8.00 a. m , 5.30 p. m. Sun
days—Express, 6.00, 9 00, 10 00 a. m., 7.15 sweat broke out on the brow of the
p. m. Accommodation, 8.00 a. m., 5.00 p. m. last bidder as now, for the first time,
the possibility of having to buy that
Leave Atlantic City Depot—WeekdaysExpress 7.35, 9.00, 10.15 a. m., 2.50, 5.30, picture occurred to him. Seventy-four
б.
00 p. m. Accommodation 8.05 a. ra.,dollars
4 05 for making a pun! He made a
p. m. Sundays—Express, 10.15 a m., 4.30. solemn vow then and there that he
5 30, 8.00 p. m. Accommodation, 7.15 a m
would never attempt another as with a
4.05 p. m.
sickly
grin he thought of unpaid bills.
Parlor cars on ail express trains.
The attendant was standing at his el
For Cape May and Ocean City—Weekdays
bow; the auctioneer had raised his
9.15 a. m., 4.15 p. m. Sundays—9.15 a. m.
South St. 9 00 a. m. Additional for Cape hammer. “One—two—th”—
May—Weekdays, 5.00 p. m.
“Five!”
For Sea Isle City—Weekdays only—9.15
The ordeal was past. The auction
a. m., 5.00 p. m.
proceeded, with the crowd unaware
New York and Atlantic City Express that the punster had received proper
leaves New York (Liberty Street) 3.40 p. m,
and Atlantic City, 8.30 a. m. Detailed time punishment.
For the benefit of those who do not
tables at ticket offices.
play golf a diagram of the pun is fur
W. G. BE8LER, EDSON J. WEEKS,
nished. “Fore” Is the warning shouted
Gen’l Superintendent.
Gen’l Pass. Agent by the player when about to drive.New York Mail and Express.

WEST END

Marble andGranite Works
NORRISTOWN, FA.
( C . HENRY FISH ER’ S OLD ST A N D .)

Every facility for executing firstclass cemetery work. AH designs, in

Marble and Granite.
Orders promptly filled. You will
»save from 5 to 10 per cent. In mak■ing your selections at the WE8T
END MARBLE WORKS.

H. E, Brandt, Proprietor,
Formerly of Royersford,

702 704 W. Marshall St
NORRISTOWN, PA.

JOHN S. KEPLER,

Undertaker <* Embalmer
TRAPPE, PA.

My past experience at the business hav
ing proven satisfactory to those whom I have
served, I feel encouraged to continue my
, efforts in the same direction. With a feel
ing of much appreciation for favors received
in the past, I hope to merit the future patron
age of the public.
¡3?“ Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
ders received by telephone or telegraph. 9-5

T h e Correct A rticle in the

■ mCOSSET MARKET NS-.
--- IS T H E ----

the next 30 days I will reduce Hand-made
Harness to Factory Prices. Any one order
ing harness in the next 30 days may have the
benefit of these prices,—everything else In
proportion. Blankets, Saddles, Bridles, Boots,
Whips, Stable Brooms, Combs, Brushes, etc.

Also a lot of choice grade Cigars. Box
trade a specialty.

w . E. JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA-

There is no other Corset like it for style,
wear and price economy. The “P. N.” Cor
sets are as reliable as they are graceful and
easy fitting—straight front, medium waist,
long waist and high bust.
W e have a whole window devoted to
their display. Money cheerfully refunded
if they are not satisfactory.
We have other makes as w e ll: “W. B.,”
“Werner’s”—all grades. “Thompson’s Glove
Fitting,” “C. P.” and all variety of standard
Corsets—in fact most any kind you ask for.
Thirty different kinds. The most fastidious
can be suited here in corsets.

H o w A c c id e n ts B e co m e H a b its.

As to our mannerisms, says a writer
In the Baltimore Sun, at first they are
accidents, and afterward they become
habits. It is singular how easy it is
to convince a credulous public that a
misfortune is a gift, just as an eccen
tricity is a mark of genius. Your
correspondent knows a lady who was
asked in marriage by several gentle
men (for where one pastures others
will follow), although she was neither
beautiful nor clever nor rich, but
because she was affected with a trem
bling of the lids. In her inmost heart
she who addresses you believes the
trembling began with nervousness, but
it was universal, and after a little
what was curious began to be regarded
as fascinating. At any rate I know a
well established, portly lady, married
to a man who secured her, not without
difficulty, whose only sorrow Is the
necessity of keeping up the girlish
habit which procured her a spouse. He
is not a sentimentalist, but he wants
what he -paid for. He married her
because her eyelids trembled, and not
unnaturally be wishes to be possessed
of the same treasure.

BRENDLINGER

E sta te ,

80 and 82 Main Street,
213 and 215 DeKalb Street,
NORRISTOWN, PA.

N ot E n t ir e ly A lo n e.

As he entered the ’car he saw at a
glance that there was one seat with a
young lady in it, and he marched
straight down the aisle, deposited his
overcoat, sat down and familiarly ob
served:
“I entirely forgot to ask your per
mission.”
“That’s of no consequence,” she re
plied.
‘Thanks. Just arrived in the city, I
presume,” he ventured to remark as
he glanced at the bundles and grips
on the floor near by.
“Not exactly.”
“You’re all alone, eh?”
“Almost, but not quite. My husband
Is the conductor on this car, the motorman is my cousin and my father and
a brother are in the seat back of us.”
‘Aw! Aw! I see,” gasped the man,
and the floor of the car suddenly be
came so redhot that he lit out without
another word.—Salt Lake Herald.

SOMETHING
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NOTHING BUT BEST
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W m . H. G ristock’s Sons,

W hen in N orristow n, Pa.,
STOP AT THE

The bed of the baby Eskimo is not al
ways one of eider down. There Sre
times of famine now and then when
the condition of the ice makes hunting
Impossible, and old and young starve
to death. Cases have been known on
both shores of Baffin bay where ba
bies have been eaten by starving adults,
but Infanticide in Greenland Is un
known because of a belief that the
spirit of a murdered infant turns into
an evil spirit called Anglak that for
ever haunts the entire village and
brings endless misery and distress.

(Opposite Court House).
---- 0O0——
I S P ” First-elass Aceommodations for Man
and Beast.

Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Both English and German spoken.
---- oOo----

P. K. Gable, Proprietor.
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UP-TO-DATE STYLES AND THOUSAND TO

\r$ i

SELECT FROM !

bikj

We are Manufacturers and Wholesalers.
80FT HATS, 50c. to $2.50.
8TIFF HATS, $1.00 to $2.50.

7

BOYS HATS and CAPS, 25c. and 50e.

T R A C E Y , th e H a tte r,

Modern warriors generally wear hair
on their frontispieces. It is thought to
give them a martial appearance. But
Alexander’s invincible soldlerB were all
bare faced. He compelled them to
shave for a sufficient reason—viz, lest
the “outside barbarians” of Asia shonld
seize them by their beards and so cap
ture them.

38 Main St., Norristown.

Y ou C an Do a s = —
—= Y ou
-

W on.

W e ll a n d d e c id e d ly

“Why did you shoot the plaintiff’s
dog?'
“Because he tried to bite me.”
“Even a dog 1s entitled to a fair trial.
You should only have tried to shoot
him. Twenty-five dollars.”—Exchange.
Bneonrasrina; H er C o u sin .

b e tt e r th a n

Can anywhere else by placing your orders with us,
tion and our work will

We defy competi-

P lease
you. Try us.
Cemetery work in all its branches. No contract too large or too
small for us. All work guaranteed as represented, Finest stock and
designs to select from.

H

T

C A V i A U P roprietor o f MARBLE WORKS,
• -Li. k j A JL J L i U I l ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

^-COLLEGEVILLE-^

L a c o n ic J u s tic e .

“Ah, yes!” sighed the lovelorn youth
“I’m passionately in love with Miss
ILLEGEVILLE LIVERY.
Van Flekel. I wonder If I will ever
Teams to hire at all hours at reasonable succeed in winning her affections?’
rates. Orlers received by ’phone or tele
“Why not?’ replied his Cousin Hel
graph promptly attended to.
en. “I know at least half a dozen other
„0
HENRY YOST, SR.,
1-3.
At Collegeville Station, Perk. R. R. men who have.”—Philadelphia Press.

C

r.

Do but half of what you can, and,
you will be surprised at your own dili 263 High St., Pottstown.
gence.

B e a r d 'e s s S o ld ie r *.

RAMB0 HOUSE,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

When a friend is in trouble, don’t
ask, “Can I do anything?” Do some
thing.—Atchison Globe.

“Dear,” said young Mrs. Jellus, “I
thought you ought to kn^w. There’s a
married man who Is violently in love
with me.”
“What?” he cried. “Who Is he?”
“If I tell you, will you give me those
earrings I wanted?”
“Yes. Who is it?”
“You.”—Philadelphia Press.

It requires considerable labor and
prompt attention to make manures and
retain the elements of natural fertility
within the accumulation of stable and
barnyard, especially if exposed to the
air and rain. No one denies that a ma
nure shed or covered barnyard is the
safest way to prevent loss from leach
ing, but very few farmers own or are
able to construct covered yards. For
nearly 20 years we have not sold any
straw from the farm nor have we sold
any hay for ten years. The hay is fed
and some straw, but a very large pro
portion of the latter finds Its way into
manure under the feet of our stock as
bedding and absorbent to save largely
the liquid portion of animal excrement.
Sometimes at first it seems next to
impossible to work the large quantity
of straw thrashed each fall into ma
nure fit for farm use, but each year
before next thrashing time we have to
husband our stock of straw for bed
ding or let our cows, horses, calves,
sheep and pigs sleep in filthy quarters,
much to our annoyance and loss finan
cially.
Our stock of manures Is made out of
doors or, rather, finished there after
being hauled from the stables. Cow
and horse manures are mixed and
spread out In a large pile and every
few days the flat rick or pile Is bedded
by distributing a layer of straw over it
and usually the young stock has some
hay placed there so as to Induce them
to tramp the manure and straw to
gether. By hauling the manures di
rectly from stall to field we could not
utilize much over one-half the bulk of
straw on hand; hence we feel that we
do not lose much from accumulation of
manure for at least a few weeks, If
handled rightly. At no time do we
allow manures taken from the stables
thrown out in conical piles to ferment
and fire fang—that Is, to consume In a
slow combustion, and also to leach and
leave little but a small percentage of
phosphoric acid and potash. ' Where
hired men are employed it is very diffi
cult to get them to comprehend the ad
vantages obtained by an even distribu-

¿6

B a b ie s In G r e e n la n d .

G reat Slaughter iu Prices !—Foi

CULTIVATION OF MANURE.
Stra-w U t ilis e d a n d W a s te P r e v e n te d ,
W e l l L o c a te d B a r n y a r d .

C ulbert’s : D rug : Store,

Philadelphia &
Reading Railway

The Norristown Title, Trust and Safe Deposit Co,-Capital : $250,000

USE

: 10 CENTS PER BOTTLE.

Carriap-:-Work$!

PATENTS
< promptly procured, OR NO FEE. Send model, sketch, V
o r photo for free report on patentability. Book *'H ow v
< to Obtain U .8. and Foreign Patents and Trade-M arks,
< FREE.
Faires t terms ever offered to inventors.G
¿PATENT LAWYERS OF 3S YEARS' PRACTICE.I
x

,

20,000 PATENTS PROCURED THROUGH THEM.

1

JA ll business confidential. Sound advice. Faithful Q
j service. Moderate charges.
f

' ^ C . A. S N O W & CO.i
PATEN T LAW YERS,
$ O w i P . 8 . Patent Office,

WASHINGTON, 0. C.X

R.

G R A TE R ,

Prop r.

Have Now In S to c k : Corning Eleotic Spring Top Buggy, spring back ; two
Second-hand Runabout Wagons, one Second
hand Surrey.
All Hinds o r Carriages
and Business Wagons.
Repairing of all kinds will receive prompt
and careful attention.

after all if lack of suitable food is real
ly at the bottom of their raid, why not
feed the bees? Deliberately sacrifice
few juicy fruits to them or a fe
pans of sugar water or diluted mo
Main and DeKalb Sts., Morristown, Fa.
lasses, or plant a clover patch where
they can get it or buckwheat or what
ever else may be In honey yielding JOHN W. LOCH. P res’t. F. G. 1IOBNON« T reasurer ami T rust Ofttcer
condition when the fruits ripen, but
keep the bees by all means. The trees
PAYS 3 PER CENT. Interest on Time Deposits. PAYS 2 PER CENT. Interest on Active
need them, says Professor J. B. Smith
A s ! as 5 xecut0r»o.T ru!tee» Guardian, Assignee, Committee, Receiver, Agent, and in
52*5??. c®;Pacl*ie8* Becomes Surety for those acting in fiduciary relations. Insures Titles toReal
of New Jersey in Rural New Yorker.
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&
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r :
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Tile when properly placed in a ditch
do not require a covering of small
stones or gravel, and they will do bet
ter work If the regular soil is used for
covering. Horseshoe tile are not as
good for the purpose of draining
round tile. While they would be rea
sonably sure to stay In place If proper
ly laid, they are not as efficient
round tile. The reason they are not as
efficient is shown In the cut. If but
small stream of water Is flowing,
spreads out over the entire flat surface
of the horseshoe tile, and there Is not
depth enough or water to cause the re
moval of silt or sediment which may
accumulate. It Is far more difficult to
lay horseshoe tile and do good work
than to lay round tile. If the round
tile does not make a tight joint with its
neighbor, it may be turned until
place is found where the joint is rea
sonably satisfactory. If the horseshoe
tile does not fit with its neighbor, then
the shovel must be used and earth re-

A Very Important Matter
For Farmers to know is where to get the BEST CHOPPING
done and where to get a full line of the BEST FEED, such as Wheat
Bran, Corn Bran, No. 1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn,
Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc., etc., at the lowest Cash prices.
You will find it at

Clamer’s Collegeville Grist Mills,
Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect.
We will be glad to see you, and supply your WANTS at short notice.
Respectfully,

■TT

M

B. H. BREIH O F, Proprietor.

(Formerly H. E. Brrndt )

HOUND TILE— HORSESHOE TILE .

moved or filled in as the occasion may
require. If horseshoe tile are used,
they will do better work If they are
laid with the flat tile up, for then con
ditions as to the flow of water are pro
duced which are more nearly like those
present with the round tile. When
round tile are laid, it is well to lay
piece of common tarred building paper
over the joint before filling in with
earth. No matter how tight the joint
is made there is always a slight open
ing, and there is a possibility that soil
may pass into the tile and obstruct the
passage. After the tile are placed
small piece of building paper laid over
the joint just befbre replacing the
earth will insure against obstruction,
says L. A. Clinton among some items
of advice given in Country Gentleman.
Have you persimmon sprouts in your
fence rows? If so, graft them at the
ground in February just before sap
flow begins with Japanese scions and
convert them into fruit bearing trees of
highest quality, advises an exchange.

| Monuments and Headstones. Ornamental Railings.
C
To enumerate all the different classes of work I handle would require too
|i much space ; let it be sufficient to REMIND YOU that your orders for ANY| THING In the MONUMENT LINE from a MARKER to the LARGEST VAULT
I or MAUSOLEUM will receive the most careful and intelligent consideration.
|
PRICES QUOTED ON ANY KIND OF WORK.

THE OLD STAND

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

FIRST-CLASS

Choice Bread
Cakes

Good materials and good workmanship.
8pec!al efforts to give all patrons of either
department satisfaction. THE BEST

RUBBER TIRES FARMERS,
T ak e N o tice I

IN THE MARKET, and only the best, put
on wheels at reasonable prices. Inferior
rubber tires are dear at any price ; get tbe
best and full value and ample satisfaction
for money expended.

T H E ONLY GENUINE

CEREALINE

J^IVERY AND

BOARDING STABLES

W

M

E D

W

CAN BE HAD OF

A. E. HOOD
OAKS,
ro

PA.

D ealer In the Best Grades o r

A t Perkiomen Bridge Hotel and a t the
Railroad Hotel, Collegeville, Pa.

- C O A L AT BOTTOM PRICES.

Of the SEWING MACHINE, beginning with
the first crude inve tion of Elias Howe
more than a half ceitury ago, and extend
ing up to the present production of the
WHEELER & WILSON M’F’G. CO-

F. NOLLY,
P r e s id e n t .

SAMUEL E. NYCE,
V ic e P resid en t

and

T rust O f f ic e r .
S ecretary .

S*3**-Furniture
Fresh From the Factories, now
on Exhibition at the

iST* C O L L E G E V IL L E

Furniture Warerooms!
We are now prepared to oil'er
onr customers goods a t prices
never before heard of,

Anything 1
To sell and want to sell it, ad
vertise in the INDEPENDENT
Adver

tising pays every time.
Real Estate, Personal Prop
erty and Live Stock Sales, or
Sales of any kind, advertised in
the INDEPENDENT, are sure
to attract bidders and buyers.

Get Your
Posters

THE NEW AUTOMATIC

BALL BEARING,
1ST O

may need from time to time, at
Office.

We will try to serve you well
and give full value for value

.

Our line of Chamber Suits, at prices rang
ing from $12 to $50, are the best in the
market, and are weii worth inspection.
Parlor Suita in Hair Cloth, Brocatelle and
Silk Tapestry, from $15 to $50, are hard to
be equalled.
Sideboards, from $8.50 to $30, 1n Solid
Oak, fancy tops and plate glasses, are the
finest.
Dining Room Chairs, Fancy Rockers,
Lonnges, Concher, Hall Racks and Fancy
Book Cases, that cannot fail to attract your
attention, both in quality and price.
We carry a full line of Rugs, Carpet
Sweepers, Toilet Sets, Fancy Lamps, Dinner
and Tea Sets.
Bed Springs, Mattresses, Pillows, Bolsters,
Feathers, and Bedding of all kinds.
Our line of Carpets is complete. Best
Inrgaln a t 50 cents ; good at 40 cents ; fair
at 32 cents.
Picture Frames made to order.
Window Shades of all kinds. We are sell
ing a good Spring Roller 8bade at 25 cents.
Make your selections early, while stock is
complete.
Repairing and upholstering attended to
promptly.
All goods delivered free.

0 .

There would be nine interesting chapters,
regarding the advancement and improvement
in the FAMILY SEWING MACHINE.
Through all these changes from the No. 1
and No. 2 (whi h now seem so awkward
with the work running sidewise) we have
maintained the ORIGINAL PRINCIPLE,

The R otary M otion,

Or whatever Job Printing you

(NO SHUTTLE) and with the addition of
the BALL BEARINGS have now the most
perfect and fastest running machine in the
world.
Up to-date styles of cabinet work.
We frequently have customers tell us they
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
have used one of our SEWING MACHINES
for 25 or 30 years. What better recommend ! the most careful and painstaking attention*

B FURNISHING ■

Undertaker «* Embalmer

Wlteeler & Wilson Hanifactmlni Co.

-------- oOo----- .—

Prom pt and carefnl a tte n 
tion.

ER8, LIME, FIELD SEED, &c.

Have

received.

H solicits your business-

FLOUR and FEED, GRAIN, FERTILIZ

EVOLUTION

INDEPENDENT

Mot only receives deposits
and allows Interest thereon
a t 2 per ceut. (subject to
sight checks) and 3 per cent,
on savings deposits, but alsoloans money on approved!
security, accepts trusts, insnres titles, rents boxes in
its im proved vault, and does,
a general tru st business.

CLEMENT J. CRAFT,

We might write a book on the

the

NORRISTOWN, PA.

W IL L U M

HENRY YOST, JR

and you will sell it.

TRUST AND SAFE

Lehigh and Schuylkill

TEAMS TO HIRE

W h at t h e B e e M an o f B u d a p e s t S a y *
A b o u t a B e e ’s P o w e r o f M isch ie f.

THE ALBERTSON

DEPOSIT COMPANY

W. J. OGDEN.

If You

C A K E S
Baked by the Proprietor
himself,

IN VARIETY.
Who has had years of experience in bak
Full assortment of Cakes aud Confection eries of first grade. All binds of plain and
ery always on hand. Ice Cream aifd Water fancy cakes on hand or supplied on special
Ices. Special attention given to supplying orders.
Weddings and Parties.
ICE CREAM and WATER ICES in sea
son.
JOHN H. CUSTER,
Every effort will be made to please
22ju.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. customers. Patronage solicited.
no29

k f * ColleteriUe Carnap f orb.

\

BREAD

AND

-AT THE-

} m

Wm. C. H A R T H ’S

BAKERY

Established - - 1875.

CARRIAGE PAINTING

A t all hours. Passengers conveyed in hack
or carriage to any destination desired.
HORSE CLIPPING every weekday.
13?“ Contracts for moving goods and
heavy hauling taken.
J3F“ Carriages, harness, blankets, etc.,
for sale a t reasonable prices.

ÿ®

Granite W orks.

ROYERSFORD, PA.

-AND-

tion of the voidings of animals and
they have to be constantly reminded
to do it properly. Where straw is not
plenty and a covered yard not provided
we would suggest getting manure on to
the land as fast as It Is taken from the
stables, but In our case the necessity of
absorbing large quantities of straw
makes that mode impracticable.
We find that our soil requires large
quantities of humus and that without
it farming is not successful, especially
on clay soils. In these soils the work
of decay of organic matter not only
directly adds fertility, but it disinte
grates In such soils, which naturally
become tenacious without it and fre
quently because of a lack of enough
humus unavailable fertility remains
locked up and even available material
becomes “reverted” or unavailable. To
avoid an overplus of humus lu our
three year rotation we do not distribute
more than ten tons of such manure on
an acre and do that from the wagon.
This is usually as much, along with an
undergrowth of a second crop of elover, as an acre will take care of with
the average rainfall of the growing
season. By this economy we are able
to spread our quite large supply over a
large territory and doing so every three
years is like adding cash to a yearly
annuity.
One of the greatest wastes that come
to most farms is the feeding of hogs
carelessly in a small inclosure year aft
er year and the droppings either ac
cumulate or are washed away. This
has been often one of the harassing
problems with us until we used inclo
sures near the straw yard and kept
them liberally supplied with straw.
A dozen shotes confined in such an in
closure from December till March fully
demonstrated that it pays to get the
residuum in this way.
We have convinced ourselves that
where time Is money manure making
has not been time lost and also that
where it has been evenly mixed In the
composting we feel repaid for the labor
expended in doing so. We find that a
barnyard properly located is so essen
tial In successful manure making that
under no circumstances could we neg
lect the selection of a spot to conduct
our operations. This yard should be
clay bottom and made dish fashion so.
as to retain the liquids for absorption
into straw, stalks, etc. It should not
be larger than can be comfortably
covered with bedding and all portipns
kept bedded to free stock from mud.—
Ohio Farmer.
T H E BEE QUESTION.

E N T E R P R IS E

Marble

BARNYARD.

F. J. CLAMER.

EMIL K LAUSFELDER, Manager.

BLACKSMITHING

c

“Do bees injure fruit?” That ques
tion came up in Hungary two or three
years ago, when grape growers in a
certain district accused the insects of
puncturing the ripe berries. The mat
ter was referred to Professor Jablonowsky, the state entomologist at Bu
dapest. All the evidence known to him
was against the charge, and none of
the observations at or near Budapest
.gave the least support to It. But no
amount of negative evidence can dis
credit even a single positive observa
tion. He visited the district where the
crime was committed. I saw Profess
or Jablonowsky at Budapest in 1890,
and he told me there was no doubt the
bees were guilty as charged. But In
extenuation It was said that there was
absolutely nothing else for them to eat
at that season. The region Is semlarid, and while there are plenty of
spring flowers there is nothing for the
bees after midsummer. What was at
first an occasional feeding on a broken
grape developed into an occasional at
tack on a sound ohe, and this became
a universal habit in a surprisingly
short time. The month parts of a bee,
while beautifully adapted for gather
ing nectar, have also well developed
jaws or mandibles, and there Is abso
lutely no reason why they should not
puncture ripe fruits to get at the juices
if there is nothing else equally at
tractive. I do not believe that the
fruit piercing habit is at all a normal
one, and, so far as my own observa
tions go, I have never seen a bee on
any fruit not previously injured by
some other cause. I would be always
inclined to seek a prior break rather
than consider the bee guilty. I am a
believer in bees and frequently sug
gest bee keeping In large orchard areas.
I think their work in securing a set of
fruit far outweighs the little mischief
they ma.v cause on ripe examples. And

Estate and mortgages. Insures certified general searches. Bents Boxes in burglar proof vaults
Send for hook with full explanations.

P o in t * A b o u t T i l e a n d L a y i n g It.

1312 CHESTNUT STREET,

Jo h n L. B echtel,
C O L L E G E V I L L E , PA.
’ P hone

No. 18.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Opposite Wanamaker’s.
The Independent,
YOST,
Collegeville, Pa* For Sale liy G. W.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

ml
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ET YOUR Posters Printed «
the Independent tìfiiee.

r r is t o w n h e r a l d b o o k
Binding, Job Ruling,
N o BINDERY.

Perforating, Paging, Numbering,, Blank
Books for Banks and Business Houses, given
special attention. Magazines bound and and
repairing done quickly and cheaply. Kettmatei cheerfully furnished. Address,
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.

